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ABSTRACT

Although suction caissons have been used as mooring systems for offshore structures

since 1980s, the working principles of caissons installed in clay and subjectcdtouplift
loading have not been fully understood. Those phenomena include (1) installation
resistance during both self-weight and suction penetration; (2)distribution of excess pore

(3) setup development; (4) failure mechanism and corresponding appropriate parameters
for reasonable prediction of pullout capacity; and (5)distributi on of EPPs in soil during
pulloutofasuction caisson. This study was to investigate these phenomena using both
centrifuge modeling and finite element analysis (FEA)

The first part of this study focuses on centrifuge modeling on thebehavior of suction
caissons in normally consolidated (NC) or slightly overconsolidated (SOC) clay. All
caissons were installed in-flight by both self-weight and active suction. The undrained
shear strength profile, the penetration resistance profile, the distribution and dissipation
of the EPPs in clay during both installation and pulloutphases,thepassivesuction,and

Centrifuge test results indicated that the penetration resistancedependednotonlyon
the soil properties but also on the effective stress in soil which was influenced by the
EPPs. The initial EPPs in the soil induced by installation ofa suction caisson can be

described using cylindrical cavity expansion theory. Theconsolidationtime of EPPscan
be reasonably predicted using two methods: (1) radial consolidation theory (initially
developed for driven piles) through adjusting the radius by the annularbase of the caisson
wall; and (2) modified Bogard and Matlock method (originally derived for driven piles)
by adjusting the diameter or the wall thickness of the caisson to keep the Did ratio

A confined general shear (CGS) failure mechanism is appropriate todescribethesoil
failure for sealed suction caissons in clay under fast upward loading.Adisplacementof4

factor in the range of6.5 to 10.8. Moreover, a setup curve used to predict the wall skin

Thesecondpartofthisstudyfocusesonthenumericalinvestigation of the behavior

simulated by a very soft porous-elastic material, was introduced to simulate the

caisson in clay observed in the centrifuge tests. Although the passive suction versus

the soil inside the caisson is different from that in the outside soil during pullout ofa

to investigate theperfonnance of suction caissons in clay. The studypresentedinthis

understanding. They include the friction coefficients for predicting the inSlallation

clay induced by installation and their dissipation with time. the setup development. the

caisson, and the simulation of passive suction usingFEA
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Suction Caissons

floaters and tension legplatfonns to the seafloor (e.g., SPARs, deep draft caisson vessels
(DDCVs), and semis) or support seabed founded systems (e.g., well heads, sustainable

gained popularity in recent years. They are set in place by both self-weight and active

installation of these devices, by both self-weight and active suction, does not require
heavy machinery, resulting in lower costs and shorter time for installation; (2) when a

(passive suction) in the soil inside and at the bottom of the caisson is generated. The

fiiction along the outside wall of the caisson, cOllectively defined as the pulloutcapacity,
reacts to keep the structure in

place~

(3) there is a large area on top of the caisson where

ballast can be stored ~ (4) suction caissons can achieve substantial hori zontal holdi ng
capacity or mobilize significant pullout load

capacity~

and (5) they have a high

positioning accuracy, and require no drag-in operations or proof-loading tests. As a
result, this type of mooring system is significantly less expensive than other traditional

There are generally three kinds of loads acting on suction caissons and the structures
they support (Clukey & Morrison, 1993): pennanent(static),low frequency cyclic, and

design life of the floater/platfonn. They are compensated by self-weight, ballast, and
external wall friction of the caisson. Low frequency cyclic loads are loads varying in
periods from hours to days and are inducedbywind,current,wavedrift, and tides. Most
of these loads are compensated by dead-weight, and a small component is compensated
by passive suction. Cyclic loads are high frequency loads (seconds to minutes). They are
generaUycompensated by reverse end bearing (REB) carried through passive suction
through the soil at the caisson to its bottom.
Although suction caissons have several operational and logistical advantages over

Firstly, the friction resistance coefficient of the caisson in suetion penetration phase is

used in this kind soil. Secondly, the undrained shear strength ofthe clay along the wall

studies are needed to understand both how large the regained shearstrengthcan be and
how fast this regain occurs. Thirdly, the installation ofa suction caisson induces excess

time afTect the setup effect and the pullout capacity of the caisson. Also, different EPPs

contributes to the design of suction caissons. Therefore, theEPPsinsoilinducedduring
both installation and pullout phases also require further investigations. Fourthly, the
increasing use of suction caissons in clay requires a reliable prediction method of the
pullout capacity. An appropriate failure mechanism for suction caissons in clay is needed

Suction caissons are generally subjected to inclined cyclic loading. The 1oad
attachment (padeye) ofa suction caisson is usuaJly located at a position abouttwo-thirds
of its embedment below mudline. and the chain angle at the attachment point ranges 30°
to 50° from horizontal direction. Studies (Deng and Carter, 2000b and 2002,Randolph

having loading angle ranging 30° to 50° from horizontal direction• its vertical capacity

ofa caisson capacity from cyclic loading could be as high as 15 to 250/0. Themaximum

help designers and users better understand the working principles

1.2

Objectives and Scope of Present Research

applied on the caisson. For example, reverse end bearing (REB) can be mobilized when a
caisson is under an undrained loading condition (i.e., large loadingrate). Combining with
extemalskin friction and caisson submerged weight, a relatively large puJlout capacity
can be achieved. When a caisson is under a drained loading condition. REB can not be
efficiently mobilized, and the combination of external skin friction, internal skin friction
and submerged caisson weight gives its capacity. Therefore. theloadingconditionona

The focus of this research is to investigate the behaviorofsuction caissons installed
in nonnallyconsolidated or slightlyoverconsolidated clay, especially under an undrained
loading condition. Its main objectives and scope areas follows

The penetration resistance of suction caissons can be evaluated through the sum of
the internal and the external wall skin frictions and the tip resistance. Usually, the wall
skin friction resistance can be calculated by the product of the average undrained shear
strength of the soil near the wall skin (skirt) from mudline to the tip of the caisson, the
wall skin area, and the friction coefficient. The friction coefficient, ape, defined as the
ratio of the unit wall skin friction resistance to the undrained shear strength in the soil
near the caisson wall skin, is different in self-weight penetration and suction penetration
phases. This difference comes from both the soil properties and the effective stress of the
soilwhichisaffectedbytheexcessporepressures(EPPs)inducedbyinstallation.Inselfweight penetration phase, the EPPs in the soil increase with depth and the rate of the
effective stress increase decreases with depth. In suction penetration phase, the effective
stress in the soil increases due to the application of the active suction.Moreover,the
installation process, such as continuous or staged penetration and the duration of any

influence of the effective stress to the penetration resistance, more investigations are
required. Therefore, the first objective of this study is to investigate the penetration
resistance (friction coefficient. ape) in self-weight and suction penetrationphases

•

lnvestigation on the setup development along the extemal wall skin (skirt)

The undrained shear strength of the clay along the wall skin (skirt) of the caisson is
reduced to its remolded shearstrength,which is the original undrained shearstrength.s...
divided by the sensitivity. St. After installation, the remolded shearstrengthofthesoil
along the wall skin (skirt) of the caisson will increase with time due to the dissipation of
the EPPs, the increasing horizontal efTective stress. and the thi xotropy (Andersen and
Jostad,2002),resultinginanincreaseofwallskinfriction. This phenomenon is defined
as setup development. Since different loads will be applied on thecai ssonatdifferent
times after installation (i.e.• hook-up phase, and operation phase)• the prediction of the
setup efTect (i.e., the increase in tiiction resistance with time) plays a very important role
in the design of suction caissons. However, to what magnitude and how fast the setup
develops with time is still not fully understood. and very limited studieswere carried out
The second objective of this study is to investigate the setupdevelopment with time
•

Investigation on the distribution and dissipation of the EPPs

As observed with driven pile foundations, the installation of suetion caissons induces
the EPPs in the soil around the caisson. These EPPs which dissipate with time affect the
setupdeveloprnent. Even though some studies were carried out on the distribution and
dissipation of the EPPs, studies on their influence on setupdevelopment are required
Also. the pullout of the caisson induces the EPPs (passive suction) in clay. ThoseEPPs
aIfect the effective stress in the soil. resulting in an influence on the wall skinfiiction
resistance. one of the components contributing to the total pulloutcapacityofacaisson

The understanding on the distribution of the EPPs in clay during pullout

0

fa caisson

contributes to the design of suction caissons. Therefore, the third objective of this study is
to investigate the EPPs in the soil induced during both installation and pulloutphases

•

Investigation on failure mechanism of suction caissons in nonnallyconsolidated

(NC) and slighllyoverconsolidated(SOC) clay
It is very important for designers and operators to understand the fail uremechanism

and to use the most appropriate one to predict the pullout capacity. The fourth objective
of this study is to investigate the failure mechanism, to develop a simple and reasonable
equation for predicting the pullout capacity, and to determine the factorsused in the

•

Numerical simulation of passive suction using flnite element analysis

Finite element analysis (FEA) has been used to simulate the behavior of suction
caissons. However. numerical simulation of passive suction is still a challenging problem,
which isnot fully solved at the present time. Another objective of this study is to simulate
the development of passive suction and to investigatethebehavior of suction caissons
during pullout using FEA

1.3

Methodology

In this study. a detailed literature review on the studies of suction caissons was first

objectives mentioned in Section 1.2weredeterrnined.Aseriesofcentrifugemodeltests
were designed to investigate the behavior of suction caissons in clay, andlimit
equilibrium theory was used to analyze the test data. Finite element analysis (FEA) was
carried out to numerically simulate the passive suction and the pullout behavior of
suction caissons. The centrifuge test results were compared with those from both FEA

Centrifuge model tests were the main approach in this study. The model caissons
were installed into kaolin clay testbeds with the aid of an actuator. The in-flight
installation simulated the correct profiling of the effective stress as that may be
encountered in a field installation of suction caissons. A total of eight different clay
testbeds (soil samples) were prepared. These testbeds were used to investigate the

during installation and pullout phases. the setup development. and the failuremechanism
Each test package (sample) consistedofa cone penetration test (CPT) and up to three
caisson tests. Each caisson test included in-flight caisson installation by both self-weight
and active suction and single caisson uplift loading test

of the centrifuge models, a finite element model was developed. The axisymmetric
assumption was used. and the stress-strain behavior of the porous soil material (clay) was
simulated using Modified Cam-Clay model. The caisson-soil interaction (interface)was
simulated by two pairs of surfaces, using Coulomb friction contact. Passive suction

during pullout of the caisson was numerically simulated by replacing the water inside
caisson top with a soft porous-elastic material and allowing negative pore water pressures
to develop in this soft material. The total pullout force versus thepulIoutdisplacement
curve, the failure mechanism, the passive suction development, the EPPs in the soil
during pullout of a suction caisson obtained from FEA were then compared with the
experimental results

1.4 Major Contributions

I. The penetration resistance of suction caissons in clay in self-weight penetration
and suction penetration phases was confirmed to depend on the effective stress in the soil
2. The centrifuge tests confirmed that cylindrical cavity expansion theory can also
be used to describe the distribution of the EPPs in the soil induced by installation of

3. Both radial consolidation theory and modified Bogard and Matlock's method can

4. A setup curve with time was obtained
5. The distribution of the EPPs in the soil during pullout ofacaisson was found by
centrifuge tests and simulated by finite element analysis

caisson-soil interaction was well modeled by contact surfaces

1.5 Organization of the Thesis
This thesis includes six chapters, the first being the Introduction. Chapter2presents
the literature review related to the research area covered in this study. The review
consists of development and application of suction caissons and previous research work,
including design of suction caissons, prediction of penetration resistance, excess pore

characteristics of pullout load versus displacement curve, passive suction development
during pullout, efTect of loading characteristics, numerical investigationonthebehavior
of suction caissons. and considerations from related pile researches. Published
information on laboratory, centrifuge and field testing, inadditiontothetheoreticaland

Chapter 3 presents the scaling principles and laws, and scaling effects and errors
relevant for the centrifuge modeling of suction caissons. This chapter also describes a

laboratorytestsperformedtoestimatetheundrainedshearstrengthprofile, coefficient of
consolidation, and permeability of clay testbed are discussed. The in-flightcone
penetration tests conducted to obtain the undrained shear strength(sll)profilesoftestbeds
to check with the design SII profiles in this study are also presented
The centrifuge test results of installation and pullout testing are presented and
analyzed in Chapter4,includingpenetrationresistance,distribution and dissipation of
excess pore pressures (EPP) in clay induced during installation phase,failuremechanism,
reverse end bearing (REB) and friction development, setup development, and EPP
distribution in clay during pullout phase of suction caissons. Thosecentrifuge results are

clay. A detailed description on the development of the finiteeleme ntmodelispresented,
including FEA mesh and element type, boundary conditions, soil model and simulation of
passive suction. The characteristics of pullout load versus displacement curve and passive
suction generated from FEA are discussed and compared with the centrifugetestresults
Finally, the conclusions drawn from the present research are presentedinChapter6.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 History of Suction Caissons
2.1.1 Development
Several types of anchoring systems are currently used in deepwater offshore
structures. These anchoring systems include dead-weight anchors, pile anchors, drag
anchors, embedded anchors, and suction anchors (Albertsen and Beard,1982).Theyare
all known as high capacity systems

Drag embedment anchors have high holding capacity. However, they do not work on
rockseafloors. Their behavior is erratic in layered seafloorsand their capacity decreases
as the cable angle increases frorn horizontal direction. They also need to be embedded
significantly on site to develop their holding capacity. Anchor piles are usually driven
into the seafloor by a hammer or a vibrodriver. TheydeveloptheirhoIding capacities by
mobilizing the lateral earth pressure and wall skin friction in the surrounding seafloor
soils. They can resist both lateral and vertical loads. The main disadvantagesarethatthey
require large specialized installation equipment and a more comprehensive site survey.
The installation costs increase rapidly in deepwater or in exposed locations. Baseplatedead-weight anchors depend primarily on their own weights to resist the external loads
They have the ability to resist the uplift forces. Their main disadvantages are their

relatively large size and weight compared to other types of anchors and thedifficultyof
transportation to their operational site.

The principleofa suction caisson was introduced in the 1950's. However, before
1970, suction was only used for the purpose of installation (Hogervorst, 1980, and
Senpereand Auvergne, 1982), and only a few laboratory model tests were conducted
After 1970, the research and application of suction caissons developed rapidly, and
suction, both active and passive, was used for the installation andtheoperationalphases,
respectively. Studies on the behavior of suction caissons have been carried out in the

The most important year in the history of suction caisson development was 1979. During
that year, twelve large capacity suction anchor piles made from pipes wereinstalled in
the

orthSea(SenpereandAuvergne,1982).ltwasthefirstcommercialapplication of

this technique. In 1989, the Gullfaks C concrete platform, consisting ofl61argediameter
skirt piles penetrating 22 meters into the seabed fora gravity base structure stand, was the

The application range of suction caissons has since been extended. Table 2.1 shows some
key data for suction caissons used in major permanent mooring systems from 1995 to
1998 (Sparrevik, 1998). One recently successful suction caisson installation was
completed for BP's Hom Mountain SPAR in Blocks 126/127, Mississippi Canyon Area,

m in length each, were penetrated into a very soft to soft clay. The caissons were

mudline.Thedesignuhimatepulloutcapacityofeachcaissonwasl355tones. The water
depthonthesitewasaboutl662m

Table2.1:summaryofkcydalaforsuClloncalssonsuscdmmajorpcrmancnlmoonngsysteml99S-I998
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In a nutshell. suction caissons have been used in more than 36 fields with water depth

have been inSlalled in difTerent types of seabed soil conditions. such as verysoftandsoft

clay, soft/medium clay, layered clay. and layered clay/sand. The largestdesignloadofa
single suction caisson is more than 1200 tons. Suction caissons have the ability to
withstand external loads of different angles from the horizontal direction

mooring structures. Caissons with long and slender "stiff pipe" are used for deep
penetration in soft clay. Caissons with triangular or squared shape areused for horizontal
stability during transportation to prevent desk skidding. Caissons with full-length
stiffener plates to increase the vertical friction, and caissons with external wings to
increase the projected area, were also developed

2.1.2

Applications

Suction caissons can be used for both fixed and floatingplatfonns, inc1udingfloaters,
Tension Leg Platforms (TLPs), steel jackets, jack-up rigs, subsea systems, and other
offshore structures. They replace conventional mooring systems such as drag anchors,
anchor piles, and baseplate and deadweight anchors (Lacasse. 1999, and Sparrevik,
1998). These platforms are usually subjected to pennanent, low frequency cyclic, and
cyclic loads. Bucket foundations have frequently been used in the North Sea as
foundations for jackets or small platfonns. A top loaded circular suction anchor is
suitable for single anchor buoy moorings as it can be loaded in any direction. These
structures can also be used for discrete pipeline supports, and they may work in
combination with piles

Four typical applications of suction caissons are presented heretoexemplifytheir

The first successful commercial application of suction caissons was performed in the
North Sea in 1980 (Senpere and Auvergne, 1982). One Catenary Anchor Leg Mooring
and twelve anchor points were designed and delivered by Single BuoyMoorings, Inc., to

suction piles, each composed ofa steel cylinder with a diameter of3.5m,alengthof8.5

depthbymeansofsuction.Onthesite,thetop6mthicksandlayerwasunderlainbya
soft clay with thickness ofl to 2 m, over a thick stiff clay. The installation time of the
twelve suction piles was 18 days which included the time for load testing. The average
installation time for each pile was approximately two hours. Even though the design
capacity of each pile was as large as 200 tones, suction was onlyused in the installation
phase, and not considered in the operational phase
The second application of suction caissons, also thefirstsuccessfulapplicationwith
very deep concrete skirts, was performed in May 1989 in the Gullfaks C concrete
platform (Tjeltaetal., 1990). This platform was designed for 220 m water depth, and
supported by 16 large diameter skirt piles penetrating 22 m intotheseabed.Theupper45
m of seabed soils mainly consisted of normally consolidated softclay,looseclayeyand
silty sands with interbedded dense sand layers. The skirt penetration resistance.
foundation stability, foundation load distribution, and platform settlement were

considered in the design. After a lot of in-situ testing, this exampie demonstrated that a
skirt piled gravity base structure can be successfully installed and operated safely on a

The third application was the SnorreTLP in June 1991 (Stove et aI., 1992). The

a three-celled concrete structure with a 720 m2 base area, and everyi ndividualcellhada
17 m diameter and a 35 mm wall thickness. These CFTs were penetrated 12 m into the
seabed, located at 300 m depth of water. A clay of 8 m in thickness varying from very
softtosoftonthetopoftheseabedwasunderlainbyaclayof9minthicknessvarying
from medium to stiff and a very stiff clay 9 m in thickness. Before these Concrete
Foundation Templates (CFfs) were installed,adetailed study on the foundation design
and four Concrete Foundation Templates (CFT) scale model tests (scale ratio 1/13)
subjected to different kinds ofloads were conducted (Fines etal., 1991)
The fourth application was at the Nkossa field, located in the Gulfof Guinea (Colliat
et aI., 1996). There were twelve mooring lines. Each line was equipped with a steel
suctionpile4.5mindiameterandl1.25minlength.ThesoilsunderI50to 170 m depth
of water at the site generally consisted of soft nonnally consolidatedclays. The design
capacity of each suction pile was 5790kN.
The examples described above are the early typical applications of suction caissons
They indicated the development of this technique. Additional applications are shown in

2002,Sparrevik,2002,KolkandKay,2002,DendaniandCoJliat,2002,andAudibertet

2.2 Previous Work
As the advantages of this mooring system became better known, further
investigations were carried out, including study of various designs, the installation in

loading conditions such asstatic,low frequency, and dynamic loads. The behavior of
suctioncaissons,incJudingthemagnitudeofsuctionandthecharacteristicsofthebearing
capacity with pullout displacement. soil properties and pulJout velocitywere also studied

These investigations included theoretical analyses, laboratory tests, centrifuge model

2.2.1 Designs of Suction Caissons

concrete have been developed. Suction caissons with pennanenttop• retrievable top and
follower top are used fordifTerent in-place conditions. Even though the geotechnical

understood (House and Randolph, 2001), long and slender "stiff pipe" caissons or
caissons with internal ring stiffeners for deep penetration are still often used duetothe
increasing soil strength and holding capacity with depth when caissons are installed in

soft clays and suction penetration is available. On the other hand, short and stubby
suction caissons are used in dense sand to resist large horizontal loads because of the
limited driving depth by active suction. Suction caissons may also be single-celled to

called a single-celled structure, is needed. When a very big platform is supported by

2.2.2

Penetration Resistance

Suction caissons are penetrated into the soil by self-weight and active suction
Generally, the penetration resistance (Rpr) consistsofwaJl skin rriction resistance (Rsf)
and tip resistance (R llp ). This resistance can be expressed by

Forclays,thepenetrationresistance(Renzietal.,1991)increaseswith penetration
depth,andthecombination of both self-weight and suction is sufficientforpenetrating
the caisson to the required depth. When limit equilibrium theory is used, Eq.2.1 can be
rewrittenas(Renzieta1.,1991)

where y' is the buoyant unit weight of the soil, h is the penetration depth below the
mudline,A up is the base area of the caisson wall,A J is the combination 0 fthe internal and
external wall skin areas of the caisson,

~

is an empirical value called friction

coefficient. Nc is a bearing capacity factor, ranging 5 t09 with depth; s"is the undrained
strength of the clay at the caisson's tip, and

~

is the average undrained shear srrength of

concrete platform. The caisson consisted of two steel cylinders with an outside diarneter
of6.5 m, a length of23 m, and a wall thickness of35 mm. The soil in the top 45 m was

the friction coefficient

~

in clay was 0.15, and was not influenced by suction

soft clay site in the vicinity of Gothenburg. Each cell was a pipe with adiameterofO.6m,

Thetestresultsshowedthatthevalueof~wasO.2to0.4insoftclaywhen
the

bearing

capacity factorN c was assumed as 7.

consolidated clays, at a scale factor of 1:100. The model caissonrepresentedaprototype
with a diameter of 15 m, a length of21 m, and a wall thickness of 0.4 m. The test results
indicatedthat~wasO.25-0.30forseif-weightpenetrationandO.35-0.40for

suction

penetration, respectively. House and Randolph (2001) and Randolph and House (2002)
carried out four centrifuge model tests at the University of Western Australia, with an

embedmentratio(embedmentdepthtodiameter)ofabout4andatascale factor of 1:120
Three model caissons were fabricated from aluminum with a semi-rough surface. Model

penetration resistance of the caissons. A nonnallyconsolidated kaolinclay sample was
used,and its undrained shear strength profile was s. =1.125 kPaim depth with OkPa at

Thetestresultsindicatedthattheresistancefrictioncoefficientaprranged from 0.35 to

The friction coefficient afN depends on both the soil properties and theefTectivestress

pore pressures (EPPs) in the soil are different during self-weight and suction penetration
phases respectively, which leads to different friction coefficients. For the same clay,
differents u values can be obtained using different experimentmethods,suchasdirect
simplesheartest(DSS)andtriaxialtest.resultingindifferentClpevalues. Also, different
tip resistance assurnptions (Ncranges from 5 to 9 and isa functionofembedmentdepth)
can derive different penetration friction coefficients. Moreover. the roughness of the

There are two more aspects which may affect the friction coefficient in the
installation of suction caissons: (I) the ratio of diameter to wall thickness ofa caisson;
and (2) the setup effect. The clay is partially or fully disturbed by the caisson wall during

installation, the larger the wall thickness, the bigger the disturbed radial range of the clay

in Chapter l,theclaymayregain its shear strength from the remolded shearstrengthdue
to the dissipation of EPPs, the increased horizontal effectivestress,andthethixotropy
when there is a stopping during the installation. The regain of shear strength of the soil

Forsands,Eq.2.1,issimilartothatused for driving piles and can be rewritten as

R",=1C(Do +D.>!J,dz+A",a;'N.

depth of the caisson, A11pis the tip area of the caisson wall, a:'b is the venical effective
stress in the soil at tip, Nq is a bearing capacity factor, and

fs

is the unit wall friction and

can be determined by (Jones et aI., 1994)

f,=k.a;tan¢'
where ko is lhe coefficient of lateral pressure at rest, a:is effective venica! stress along
the wall of the caisson, ¢'is the effective friction angle of sand along the wall of the

Piping of sand can also be induced during suction penetration causing the sand
surface inside the caisson to rise. The penetration resistance can also be significantly

reducedbytheapplicationofsuctionpressurecomparedtothatfor piles driven into the

The tip resistance can also be evaluated from cone penetration resi stance. However.
Tjeltaet al. (1986) found that the tip resistance in a dense sand layer was 20 to 25%

The penetration resistance of suction caissons in sand is largesoi tcanbe difficult to
penetrate them to the design depth. Some special methods for reducing penetration
resistance maybe applied. One of these methods iswaterinjection at the caisson's tip. It

tip and along the wall skins (skirts) of the caisson. Therefore,both the tip resistance and

wall friction maybe achieved by water injection at the tip of thecaisson (Rognlienet al.,

2.2.3 ExcessPorePressuresinSoilduringInstallation

excess pore pressures in the soiL The distribution and dissipation of these excess pore
pressures determine the pullout capacity development ofa suctioncaisson. It is relatively
difficult to investigate the excess pore pressures for suction caissons due to their
application environrnent; and very few people have attempted it. Centrifuge model tests

Bezuijen, 1992). Themodeledprototype,apipewithalengthof36m, an insidediarneter

testbedswereconslructedinfourcontainersbybothpre-consolidationinlaboratorywith
difTerentvenicalstressesandcentrifugeconsolidationatl50gand300g,respectively.
An in-flight cone penetration test was carried out in each testbed to measure the

undrained shear strength profile. The measured

Su

profile increased with depth according

to SM1u: (a ratio of undrained shear strength tovenicalefTectivestress) of 0.19 for the
150 g tests and 0.26 for the 300 gtests. They found that, using the cylindricalcavity
expansion theory as for driven piles, the initial excess pore pressures

II

in clay can be

described by

where li.u.,=D.u:+D.;,+D.U, is the increase in mean total stress, Rp is the extent or

the plastic zone and is equal to roJ%: • G is the shear modulus and G/su is the rigidity

After penetration. the excess pore pressures (EPPs) at a depth z can be expressed by
Eq. 2.6. Eq. 2.7. and Eq. 2.8 (Hjortnaes-Pedersen and Bezuijen. 1992).

u=tlUiNidt+slIln(G/slI)

wherehhistheheave. y' is the submerged density of the clay.g is the acceleration of
gravity, Nis the factor by which the acceleration of gravity is increased in the centrifuge.

(EPPs) in clay at an acceleration 150 times that of gravity (N =150) was between 2.2 to
2.8 hours, representing 5.5 to 7.2 years in the prototype.
Renzi etal. (1991) conducted four centrifuge model tests in ctays (asmentionedin
Section 2.2.2). The prototype caisson of 15 m diameter, 21 m length. and OA m wall
thickness was scaled at 1/100. The testbed was a nonnally consolidated clay. The
capacity development with time after installation was investigated. The test results
indicated that the capacity increased with time after installation due to the dissipation of
the excess pore pressures (EPPs). and three to four years were needed after the
installation to achieve the ultimate capacity at prototype

adjustments (Hjortnaes-Pedersen and Bezuijen, 1992). More studies are required to
confirm this theory and those adjustments. Otherwise, investigationson the EPPs in soil
are needed, so that the dissipation of the EPPsand their influence on the setup effect can

2.2.4 FailureModes

of the caisson is damaged by the applied load and/or soil pressures. The failure mode

loads. Local shear failure, local tension failure, general shear failure and other failure
mechanisms are usually considered in the analysis of pullout capacity

Nacci,1971,DasetaL,1994,andDattaandKumar,1996).Thisequation is based on the
limit equilibrium theory and it takes into consideration the dead weight,self-weightofthe
caisson, soil plug weight, skin friction and passive suction

where Fpu is the pullout capacity, WTisthe total buoyant weight of the caisson and
additional dead-weight or ballast that can be added on the top of the caisson, Fsjisthe

friction is limited to the soil plug weight, and FpnI is the passive suction force. Hogervorst
(1980) used the pile foundation fonnula to calculate the pullout capacity, and only the
total buoyant weight and wall skin frictions were considered. Clukey and Morrison
(1993) extended Hogervorst'sresult to account for caisson shape, Ioadinclinationand

Fuglsangand Steensen-Bach (1991) and Christensen et al. (1991) intheir centrifuge
model tests. and Raoet a1. (1997) in their laboratory tests on suction caissons in clay
found that local shear failure. local tension failure and general shearfailurearethemost

modes are shown in Figure 2.1. and three corresponding equations 2.10 through 2.12
were used to ca1culate the associated pullout capacities (Fuglsangand Steensen-Bach.

Fpu

~

~t f

Fpu

Fpu

i

i

U1IJJ

b) Local Tension Failure

c) General Shear Failure

Figure 2.1 Failure mechanisms

where F"" is the pullout capacity, We, WI" and W,., are the buoyant weights of the caisson,
soil plug and water above the caisson respectively, a"., is a non-dimensional friction
coefficient.s" is the mean undrained shear strength of the clay along the caisson skin,s"
istheundrainedshearstrengthoftheclayatthetipofthecaisson.As~istheextemalskin

AlHlS~

is the cross section area of the caisson including the areas or soil plug and the

annular base area,

U1ip

Asp

is the intemal cross section area of thecaisson.

A lip

is the annular

is the pore water pressure in the soil at the caisson tip
Christensen et a1. (1991) also found that the pullout capacityofa suction caisson can

be calculated according to the drained state or transient (partially undrained) state when

passive suction was taken into consideration in the calculation ofpulloutcapacityforthe

b)sarneasa)buttensioncrackfonn-ingatbackofthecaisson

f)

large failure surfac,e and

110

tens,ion cn,ck)

~:rt~~~:~:7:~~n

of mooring line

(unloading failure)

Figure 2.2 Failure modes for suction caissons (Sparrevik, 1998)

which model is the most appropriate when the caissons are installed in normally
consolidated or slightiy overconsolidated clay? What values of pararneters shouidbe used
in the design corresponding the selected model? No details were availableontheseissues

2.2.5 Characteristics of Pullout Load-Displacement Curve
The pullout load versus dispiacement (F"..-d) curves of suction caissons installed in
clays are very different from those of piles or pipes with open tops. This difference was
investigated using laboratory and centrifuge model tests in speswhite kaolin clay
(FuglsangandSteensen-Back,l991).Threetypesoftests,eachonewithtwopilesof65

mm and 80 mm in diameter respectively, were carried out. Type A was the suction pile, a
pipe with a closed top. Type B was a pipe with an open top and a soil plug. Type C was
also a pipe with an open top but no soil plug. They found that, for type A, the
displacement at failure was relatively large: 10 to 20 mm, exceeding 15% of the diameter
For types Band C, the displacement when the pile achieved its maximum pullout
capacity was small. The values ranged from 2 to 4 mm, corresponding to 2% to 4% of the
diameter. The total pullout capacity for type A caissons, due to the reverse endbearing,
wasmuchbiggerthanthatfortypeBandtypeCcaissons
Raoetal. (l997) carried out laboratory tests in sort marine clays to investigate the
characteristic of Fpu-d curve of suction caissons. Caissons with and without suction and
suction caissons with embedment ratio, the ratioofpenetrationdepth to diameter,of2,4
and8andpulloutrateofO.32,l.6and8.0mm/minwereexamined.Theyobserved that,
for caissons without suction, the Fpu-dcurves showed apeak at very small displacement,
and that rate did not significantly change the Fpu-dbehavior. For caissons with suction,
the Fpu-d curves showed a sharp peak at small displacement corresponding to a maximum
wall skin friction force and a mild peak at large displacement showing the full

The pullout characteristics of the Fpu-dcurves of suction caissons dependon both the
pullout velocity and the density of the soil when they are used in sands. Generally, the
vertical pullout distance at peak tensile load for fully drained testswas less than that for
partiallydrainedtests(Jonesetal.,1994)

2.2.6 Passive Suction
WhenaverticaJ or an inclined load is applied to the platfonn, an under-pressure is
generated in the soil inside and at the bottom ofa sealed caisson. This isreferred to as
passive suction and is one of the principal characteristics of suction caissons. his

showed that passive suction depended on soil properties,caisson dimensions, embedment

When suction caissons are instaIJed in clays, a reverse end bearing facto ralsocalled
suction breakout faClor, Ncis used to quantify the effect of passive suction.Nc=suction
forcel(AspS',J,whereA.p is the cross area of the soil plug at the caisson base ands" is the

undrained shear strength of clay at the base. Ncwas found to decrease from 4.5101.5

1994), and a range from 3.5 to 7.5 was obtained by Datta and Kumar (1996). A change in
Nc from 2 to5 was reported by Rao et al. (1997). Those values were obtain edthrough

investigate the reverse end bearing factor with speswhite kaolin clay (Fuglsang and
Steensen-Bach, 1991). The suction breakout factor was found to change with embedment

equaled to or exceeded a critical value, the soil plug failed intensionatthecaissonbase

2.2.7 Effect of Loading Characteristics

found to be of the same magnitude for both static and oscillating 10ads in dense sand
(Larsen, 1989). However, the capacity to oscillating loads was 112 to 2/3 times the static
ultimate pullout fornonnally consolidated clay. Several centrifuge tests (Clukey and
Morrison, 1993) showed that the pullout capacityofa suction caisson can be detennined
using traditional prediction methods for a pile under compressiveloadingbyconsidering
a suction efficiency coefficient in the reverse end bearing. Thiscoefficientwas80%for
high frequency loading and 61% for slow rate of loading. Otherlaboratorytestswere
used to investigate the behavior of suction caissons in the Gulf of Mexico (EI-Gharbawy

and Olson, 1998). The soil used was nonnallyconsolidated clay, and both static and

pullout capacity ofa caisson under long-tenn conditions was about2/30fthepullout
capacity of the caisson under short-tenn conditions. Recentcentri fuge tests carried out at
University of Western Australia (House and Randolph, 2001 and Randolph and House,
2002),mentioned in detail in Section2.2.2,showed that the pullout friction resistance,
when the caisson is pulled out under drained condition (open lid) immediately after its
installation, was about 20% larger than the penetration frictionresistancecalculatedusing
the friction coefficient in range 0.35 toOA. The long tenn capacity 0fa suction caisson
under sustained axial loading can be at least 75% of the immediate ultimate capacity

2.2.8

Numerical Investigations

Finite element analyses (FEA) may be used to numerically simulate the behavior of
suction caissons. However, these analyses are complex and difficult to apply as they
should take into account the penetration by self-weight and suction, pullout, and
environmental loading characteristics
The first finite element model for suction caissons was developed to investigate the
pulloutbehaviorofa long-skirted foundation (suction caisson) installed in a soft clay site
in the vicinity of Gothenburg (Andreasson etal., 1988). The3-dimensional foundation
was simplified as a plane strain footing. A Duncan and Chang type hyperbolic stressstrain relationship was used to simulate the nonlinearbehavior of the clay. This model

was used to predict thedefonnation behavior and static capacity of suction caissons and
the failure surface of the soil when the caisson was subjected to an inclined load. For
example, the analytical results indicated that the failure mode of the caisson was a
rotational type of failure, with the center of rotation at a depth below surface in the order
of70to 80010 of the skirt length. The prediction results had a good agreement with their

FEA were also carried out to investigate the load-transfermechanisms in deep skirted
gravity foundations and potential failure mechanisms for the site specific case of the
Gullfaks C gravity base platfonn. with 16 suction caissons embedded 22 m into the
seabed (Hight et aI., 1988). Axi-symmetric and plane strain simplifications were made,
and soils were represented by an elastic-plastic model with strain hardening/softening.

agreement with those adopted by the NGI (Norwegian Geotechnical Institute) in their

Clukey and Morrison (1993) perfonned a series of FEA to simulate their pullout tests
Eight-noded quadrilateral axi-symmetric elements with reduced integration were used.
These FEA were carried out with ABAQUS software. The non-linear soil response was
represented by a tri-linear stress-strain curve. A von Mises yield failure criterion was
used to approximate the soil response under varying stress conditions. Passive suction
was simulated in the analysis by maintaining contact between soil and caissonnodesat

the top of the caisson during loading. The FEA results showed that the uplift tests had an
overall suction efficiencyof92.3%. These analyses and thecentrifugetestswereingood
agreement to about 0.6 m displacement on the curve of load-vertical displacement.

of Technology (MIT) and University of Texas (Austin), a finite element model for
simulating the behavior of suction foundations under both vertical and inclined pullout
loads was developed by Handayanu et aL (2000). A Modified Cam-Clay model was
selected to simulate the nonlinear response behavior of the soil. Eight-noded
axisymmetric elements, with pore pressure degrees of freedom and contactsurfacealong
the caisson-soil interface, were used. The analysis results and the laboratory test results

A series of finite element analyses were perfonned to investigate the behavior of
suction caissons in sand and clay by Deng and Carter (2000a, 2000b, and 2002) and Deng
et al. (2000). An elastoplastic soil model was used to simulate the stress-strain
relationship of sand (Dengand Carter, 2000a). An elastic, perfectly plastic soil model and
Modified Cam-Clay model were used to represent the stress-strain behaviorofc1ay.and
undrained, partially drained. and drained conditions, were considered through a nondimensional parameter, Tk(Deng and Carter, 2002)

bigger than a critical value (Deng and Carter, 2002). the behavior of the foundationsoil

was greater than 10-5 mis, and whenever Tt. is smaller than another critical value, the

could be predicted when the velocity (v) was less than 10.8 m/s. The vertical uplift
loading capacity was investigated with embedment ratios, HID, from 0.15 to 3.0 (Deng
and Carter, 2002). The inc1inedupliftloadingcapacityofsuctioncaissons in sand (Deng
and Carter, 2000a) and the horizontal loadingcapacityofsuctioncaissonsin clay (Deng
et al.,2(00)were also investigated. The pullout capacity depended greatly on the load
attachment point position when the caisson was subjected to an inclined load. The
relationship between the pullout capacity and the load attachment point position was
detennined and the optimal load attachment point was found. Different ratios of

loading capacity (Deng etal., 2000). The ultimate horizontal load for a suction caisson,

where N" is the lateral capacity factor, H is the embedment depth. D is the diameter of the
caisson. ands w is the undrained shear strength of the clay

N.

3.6

~(O.75-(~))2+(0.45(~JJ2
where Zp is the distance frorn the mudline to the load attachment point. ThereJationship
between the lateral capacity, Nh• and the load attainment point pos ition,Z,IH,isshownin

Figure 2.3. The optimal load attachment position was at Z,IH=O.63, at a maximum
nonnalizedhoIizontalcapacityF,w(HDs,JofIJ.7
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Figure 2.3: Lateral capacity against load attachment point (Deng and Charter, 2000b)

Finite element analyses have been used in the investigations on the behavior of
suction caissons, especially in the load-displacement behavior,interactionofcaisson·soil.
padeye(load attachment) position optimization, and passivesuctio n.However,numerical
simulation of passive suction is still a challenging problem, which is not fully solved at

the present time. The finite element analysis is experiencing increased use in offshore
suction foundation engineering (Templeton, 2002). Correctlysimulatingthe generation of
passive suction using FEAcan help designers and users better understand the working

2.2.9 Considerations from Related Pile Research
Both suction caissons and driven piles have been used as offshore foundations.They
have some common characteristics: (I) some soil is displaced by the caisson wall or the
pile; (2) the installation of these foundations induces excess pore pressures in the soil,
resulting in a reduction in the effective stress; and (3),their capacities increase with time
after installation due to setup development. So, the analysis approaches and theories used
for driven pile design may also be useful for suction caisson design. However, some
adjustments should be considered due to the different installation process. A suction
caisson is penetrated to the design depth by both its own self-weight and active suction
Studies(Renzietal., 1991,NGI, 1999, and Andersen and Jostad, 2002) indicated that
only about a half volume of the soil displaced by the caisson's wall goes inside the
caisson during self-weight penetration phase, and most of the soil displaced by the
caisson's wall goes inside the caisson during suction penetrationphase.Fordrivenpiles,
the soil displaced by the pile goes outside of the pile. Moreover,theeffectivestressinthe

In order to compare the centrifuge test and finite element analysis resuits obtained in

thisstudywiththeperformanceofpiles,thissectionprovidessomeoftheparameters

The maximum axial unit skin resistance ofa driven pile is generally expressed as
(Audibertetal.,1984)

f,=a",s.
wheres u is the undrained shear strength of the soil and fXpdis an empirical coefficient
varyingwiths u .Figure2.4showstherelationshipbetween

apdand Su

(Audibert et aI.,

1984), which was obtained from the field studies by Tomlinson (1957) and Stas and
Kulhawy(1983). This relationship was based on total stress and usually recommended
for imposed displacement problems. However, the installation ofa pile or a suction
caisson induces excess pore pressures (EPPs) in the clay. These excess pore pressures
induce a reduction of the effective stress in the clay, resulting in a decrease of the
empirical penetration friction coefficient apd.Hence, effective stress in the soil during
installation should be considered when Eq. 2.16 is used to calculate the penetration
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Figure 2.4: Relationship between upd andslI for driven piles in clay (Audibertetal.,1984)

Several studies on the excess pore pressures induced by the installationofdrivenpiles
and the bearing capacity development of piles in clay have been carried out.Forexample,

may be estimated from
I/=4s.-!>P'

wheresll is the undrained shearstrength,and 6p' is the change in mean effective stress

overconsolidated (SOC) clay. !>p' will be negative and its magnitude maybe as higb as
2-3sll forsensitiveclays lnmoreheavilyoverconsolidatedclay,6p'willbecomepositive

and the pullout capacity development in this study will be compared to the response of
driven pile foundations in clay. Figure 2.5 shows typical field measurements of the

Figure 2.5: Field measurements of the excess pore pressures due to installation
The cylindrical cavity expansion theory was used to describe the excesspore
pressures in clay (Randolph et al.. 1979). They found that the excess pore pressures
induced by the installation of driven piles can be evaluated from

where

R/ =(G/s~)ro2,

G is the shear modulus, ro is the radius of the pile, r is the

distance from the location of interest in the clay to the center of the pile

The maximum excess pore pressures at the pile face were
u~s"ln(G/S")

This theory can also be used for suction caissons when installed inclay (Hjortneas-

2.3 Summary
Suction caissons have been widely used in recent years for operationsintheoffshore
environment. Studies on the behavior of suction caissons have been carried out using
theoretical analyses, laboratory tests, centrifuge tests, field tests, and finite element
analyses since 1960s. The following conclusions maybe derived
1. Suction caissons are a feasible and efficient mooring system. They can be used in
deepwater, in different types of soils, and can handle static and cyclicloadsatvarious

2. Suction caissons can be installed using self-weight, dead weight, and active
suction. The pullout capacity collcctivelyconsists of the buoyantweight of the anchor
and ballast, the outside friction, the inside friction or the weight of the plug, and the

3. Limit equilibrium theory, assuming local shear failure, local tension failure,or
general shear failure is often used in the analysis and design ofsuction caissons

4. The pullout capacity of suction caissons depends not only on the dimensions, but
also on the pullout velocity and the soil properties such as undrained shearstrengthand

5. Like driven pile foundations, the installation of suction caissons induces excess
pore pressures in the soil. For soils with low permeability, the excess pore pressures
affect the pullout capacity of the caissons
Even though suction caissons have become the foundation of choice for anchoring
deepwater floating structures or supporting seabed systems,theirworkingprincipleshave

Suction caissons are widely installed in normally consolidated and slightly
overconsolidatedclay, such as in the seafloors of Gulf of Mexico, Africa, and

orthSea

In the field, they are generally subjected to an inclined cyclic load. For most suction
caissons, their chain angles range between 30° to 50° from horizontal direction, and the

the behavior of suction caissons under static uplift loading. Moreover, the external wall
skin friction, one of the components contributing to the capacity, increases with setup
after installation. AsdifTerent loads will be applied on the caisson atdifTerenttimesafter
inSlallation (i.e., hook-up phase, andoperationphase),it is very important for designers
and operators to reasonably predict the setup, so that the required wait time for applying

during installation; (2) investigation on the development of setup afterthe installation of
the caisson; (3) confirmation of the application of cylindrical cavity expansion theory to

in soil during pullout ofa suction caisson; (6) verification of the failure mechanism of

suction caissons during pullout using finite element analysis, including failure
mechanism and simulation of passive suction

Chapter 3
Centrifuge Model Tests
3.1 Centrifuge Modeling Technique

Physical modeling plays an important role in geotechnical engineering. It usually
consists of laboratory model tests,large scale field tests. and centrifuge model tests
Laboratory model tests are cost-effective and easiest to carryallt because ofa bener
control of the test parameters. However, the vertical effective stress profile in the
prototype cannot easily be represented satisfactorily in the model. The stress-strain
behavior and the patterns ofdeforrnation of the soil in the model canbequitedifferent

disadvantages,buttheyareexpensiveandtime-consuming.lncentrifugetesting.ifthe
soil in the model is representative of the soil in the prototype. theverticaleffectivestress
at corresponding points in the model and the prototype are similar, so that the soil
behavior both in terms of strength and stiffness should be equivalent in the model and the
prototype. Centrifuge technology thus combines advantages from the two other
approaches: a better representation of effective stress and better contro1of test parameters

Edouard Phillips (Taylor, 1995),aFrenchengineerandateacheratboth EcoleCentraJe
and the EcolePolytechnique. ftsfirstrecordedpracticalusewasin 1931 by Philip Bucky
andinI932byDavidenkovandPokrovskii(Taylor,1995).lntheI940sand I950s, it
was mostly used for military applications. It has only become a common tool forcivit

foundations, slope stability, hazardous waste disposal, cold regions phenomena,
earthquake hazard mitigation, explosions and excavation perfonnance (Taylor, 1995)

caissons(FuglsangandSteensen-Bach,1991,Renzietal.,1991,BezuijenandHjortnaes-

3.1,2 ScalingPrinciplesandLaws

acceleration to a model by spinning the model about a central axis at a given angular
velocity. The most important aspect in geotechnical centrifuge modeling is correct
scaling of relevant parameters. Scaling laws can be derived from the use of both
dimensionless analysis and consideration of governing differential equations. The
principles and relevant scaling laws on centrifuge model testing were discussedindetail

and prototype, the time scale factor for consolidation is derived asl/li(N=lOOinthis
study) lhroughdimensional analysis (Taylor, 1995)

Scale factor
PrololVDe: Model alNQ)

Displacement

N':!

3.1.3 Scaling Effects and Errors
The earth's gravitational field isunifonn in the range of soil depths, that is of interest
to geotechnical engineers. However, there is a slight variation in acceleration with depth
in the model as high acceleration field is required in the centrifuge testing. An exact
representationoftheprototypecannotusuallybefullyachieved,andthreefundamental
principles are used in the design of the models: (1) the most significant efTects should be
modeled in similarity; (2) those that are not modeled should be considered; and (3) any

unknown influence should be revealed by experimental results. Inaccuracies and errors

examples. Some methods to reduce these errors are discussed by Schofield (1980).Taylor

There are four main undesirable effects produced by the rotational accelerationfield

The inertial radial acceleration is proportional to the radius which leads to the
effective stress in the model ofa non-linear profile, rather than the linear variation
existing in the field. This efTect can be minimized by considering the relativemagnitudes
of under-and over-stress in the model (Schofield. 1980). When the efTectivecentrifuge

depth. there exists exact correspondence in stress between model and prototype at two
thirdsmodeldepthandthemaximumdifferenceatanydepthinthemodelislessthan3%

component increases towards the edges of the test package (Taylor, 1995). AnefTective
practice used in this study to minimize it is that the majoreventsshouId be designed to

The Coriolis acceleration occurs when there is a movement of the modelintheplane
of rotationalso affects centrifuge test results. Its value is reiated to both the angular
velocity of the centrifuge and the velocity ofa mass within the mode I. This error can be
negligible when the ratio of Coriolis acceleration to the inertiaI acceleration is less then

If the similarity law were employed for particle size, a clay in a model at 100 g could

different stress-strain and penneabilitycharacteristics (Taylor,1995).Inordertomaintain
themechanicalbehaviorofthesoil,careshouldbetakenbeforescaling down the particle
size in the model. It is found that the observed behavior represents the prototype behavior
when the ratio of a major dimension of the model to the mean particle size is larger than
30(Taylor,1995).Sincetheparticlesizeoffinespeswhitekaolinclay is verysmall,the
scale effect is considered to be marginal and the error due to scale effect can be
considered insignificant in this study

3.2 Design of Centrifuge Tests
3.2.11ntroduction
The focus of this study was to investigate the penetration resistanee, the excess pore
pressures (EPPs) in clay during both installation and pullout phases,the setup
development, the failure mechanism. and the EPPs in the soil during pullout ofa suction
caisson. Eight centrifuge tests with three sizes of caissons were carried out in nonnally

consolidated (NC) or slightly overconsolidated (SOC) clays. Each centrifuge test

This section presents the design of these centrifuge tests, including the parameters of
testbeds, preparation and check of undrained shear strength profiles oftestbeds, caisson
geometries, loading conditions, dissipation time of EPPs fromth eendofinstallationto
the beginning of pullout test, and pullout velocity

3.2.2 ATypicalSuctionCaissonPrototype
A typical prototype suction caisson, based on the typical shape of caissons used in
GulfofMexico, was used to build the model caisson for both centrifuge tests and finite
element analysis in this study. The main prototype caisson had a length 0£24.5 m.

highly plastic clays, normally consolidated or slightly overconsol idated.Theundrained
shear strength profile was linearly increasing frorn zero at the mudlineat a rateofl.14
kPa/m depth. In order to investigate the effect of the ratio D/.6. (diameter to wall

thickness) to penetration resistance, two more caissons of different D1.6. ratios were also

3.2.3 Description of Model Caissons
The centrifuge tests were perfonned at a scale factor (a linear dimension ratio of
model to prototype) of 1:100. Three model caissons were designed. The main model

from a copper tube, a top plate made of brass, and some brass fittings. It had a 245 mm

used to investigate the penetration resistance, the excesspore pressures in clay, the setup

#2 and SC #3, were also designed to investigate the behavior of suetioncaissonswith
different embedment ratios (a ratio of embedment to diameter, HID). They were also

165 mm, and was only used to investigate the penetration resistance.SC#3representeda
prototype caisson with an outside diameter 0£2.87 m and wall thickness of 100 mm, and
was used to investigate both the penetration resistance and pullout behavior of open

In order to simulate a prototype with an approximate buoyant self-weightof500kN,

800kNand300kNwilhSC#1,SC#2andSC#3respeclively,apieceofStyrofoam(50
rom thick) was fastened to the top of each model caisson to reduce the buoyant weight of
the caisson. Two ports were drilled at the top plate of each caisson for two 1/4"NPT
brass fittings. One of the ports was used fora 114" diameter tubing connection to an

external overflow through two three-way valves and was used to carry out self-weight
penetration, suction penetration. and the pullout test. The second port was used to mount
a miniature pore pressure transducer (PPT) inside the caisson top in order to measurethe
water pressure change during the test. Parameters of the models and their prototypesare
listed in Table 3.2. Figure 3.1 shows the details of model caisson SC# I.

O.294N
Note: O.D.-outsidediameler. I.D.-lnsidediameter. W,T- ....-all thickness. M.P.D.-maximumpeoetratloD
depth,B.S.W.-buyantself·weighl
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:{j~'
Figure 3.1: Model caisson SC #1

3.2.4 TestingProgram
InordertoinvestigatethebchaviorofsuctioncaissonsinNCorSOC clay. a series of

Su
Profile

Penetration resistance, REB
and setup development
Penetration resistance, EPPs,
REB and setup development

The influence of the effective stress in the soil to the penetration resistance was
analyzed using the test data. The effect of the D/.1 ratio of caissons to the penetration
resistance could be achieved by comparing the results ofTestsSAT06, SAT08,SAT09,
and SATIO. The distribution and dissipation of the EPPs were monitored by several
miniature pore pressure transducers (PPT) embedded in the clay testbed at various
elevations outside the caisson during the testing. The development of setup could be
determined through analyzing development of extemaI wall skin frictio nresistancefrom
a series of caisson pullout tests with several pre-determined time intervals from the end of
installation to the beginning of pullout test. The REB factors of suction caissons were

measured through the pressure differential between inside and outside caisson top
Moreover, the undrained shear strength of each testbed was measured byperfonningan
in-flight cone penetration test (CPT) before the caisson tests

3.2.5 DesignofTestbeds
Fine speswhite kaolin processed by English China Clays, Lovering Pochrin &Co
Ltd. (ECLP) of Cornwall, England, was purchased through their US distributor Hamill &
Gilespie. It is used for the clayey soil in the model. This material has a relatively high
permeability, which reduces the time it requires to consolidate. It also has consistent
properties, having provided excellent repeatability between models over the last decade
This clay has been used extensivelybyC-COREand its properties are documented in
Phillips (1989) and Springman (1993). The main geotechnical properties assumed for

The testbeds were intended to be normally consolidated or slightly overconsolidated
The targeted undrained shear strength (su) profile was approximately 1.14kPalmdepth
with

5u

=0 at the surface of the clay. In order to reduce the consolidation time in the

centrifuge prior to centrifuge testing, the samples were pre-consolidated in the laboratory
using a downward hydraulic gradient (DHG) technique (phillips, 1995)

Table3.4: Speswhite kaolin parameters detennined by C-CORE and others

Speswhitekaolin

Coefficient of earth pressure at rest fornonnally
consolidated clay (ko)
Liquidlimit(LL)
Plasticindex(Pf)
2to3xl0-6mm/second
3to5xl0-6mm/second

Horizontalpenneability(k,,)

-o.lmm2/second

Coefficient of virgin consolidation (c y)
Coefficientofvirgincompressibility,2(e-lnp')
Coefficientofreboundcompressibility,K(e-lnp')

lnitialspecificvolumeV(@p'~lkPa)

s. =aa;(OCR)P
where

0': is the etTectivevertical stress, OCR

is the overconsolidated ratio, a and pare

In this study, the targeted undrained shear strength profile is Iinear from zero at the
mudlineincreasingat 1.14 kPa/m depth (using Eq. 3.1 for OCR = 1 and a=O.19,f3=
0.59 (Poorooshasb, 1991». Based on the soil parameters, the targeted effective vertical
stress profile fornonnallyconsolidated clay was

u: =6.0kPa/mdepth

Figure 3.2 presents the change of soil properties such as saturated density, water
content and void ratio with depth. The design undrained shear strength and effective

3.3 Preparation of Clay Testbeds and Laboratory
Tests
3.3.1 Introduction

in the laboratory with a downward hydraulic gradient technique (DHG) to minimize the

modulus (K) and logarithmic hardening modulus (A.) were obtained using laboratory
consolidation tests. The coefficient ofpenneability afthe testbed clay was measured
llsingfalling-headmelhod

the in-flight cone penetration test (CPT) results

3.3.2 Preparation of Clay Testbeds

when a series of caisson tests werecanied out in one soil sample. Eachtestbedconsisted
of three lifts of speswhite kaolin clay. Three drainage layers were placed on the top,

testbed. Detail designoftestbeds is presented in Section 3.3.2.3.

S

,,~"_

Sand drainage

Lift #2

C,."

s

mm fine sand
drainage layer in

the middle, see
Figure 3.4

3.3.2.2

Consolidation Equipment

profile for centrifuge experiments. This apparatus consisted of four parts: a large

computer. Theconsolidometerwas a cylindrical structure made of steel by 904 nun in

water pressure, 20 kPa less than the piston pressure, was applied 0 n the top of the clay
slurry under the pislon using an air/water steel container connected to a high pressure air

drainage layer was opened to atmospheric pressure to allow drainage during

top of the clay, the compression of the clay (through the movement of the piston) and the

Figure 3.5: LaboratoryconsolidometerwithDHGsystem
On Figure 3.5, 1 is the strongbox (consolidometer) containing sJurryclay, 2 is the
extension containing the piston, 3 is the ram, 4 is the air/water interface, 5 is the
hydrauiicsystemcontroller,6isthedataacquisitionsystem,7is the author for scale, and

3.3.2.3

Procedure of Testbed Preparation

in laboratory. The typicaJ design lift thickness and material requirementsforonetestbed

280rnm
Design final sample thickness

50kPa.

160rnm

Design fina1 sample thickness
Initia1 mass kaolin

27.7 kg
33.2 kg

Consolidated in
centrifuge

120%
Design final sample thickness

55mm

Design final thickness of total sample

Step l,preparation of Lift. #l: Dryspeswhite kaolin clay powder was placed into a

mixer and tap water was added to obtain a water content of approximately 120%. The

consolidometer and the extension were coated with a film of grease to minimize the

layer of saturated drainage gravel and a piston were placed on the top of the slurry. the

time. a second mix of clay slurry for Lift #2 was prepared

unloaded,a fine sand layer5mm in thickness (Figure 3.4) was placedonthetopofLift
#1 to reduce the drainage distance and accelerate the consolidation processinthe

Step 3. laboratory consolidation: The clay Lifts #1 and #2 were subjected to a vertical
pressure of20 kPa until 90% consolidation in the first stage. Then, a downwardhydraulic
gradient (DHG) technique was used to develop the desired effective vertical stress profile
of the clay. The clay testbed was consolidated in three additional stages until it reached
90% at each stage

Figure 3.6: Effective vertical stress profile at each stage in NC clay (SAT06)
(I-stage 1,2-stage2,3-stage 3,4-stage4,5-design stress profile)
The effective vertical stress profile of the clay varied linearly with depth. The vertical
effective stresses at the top and bottom were 20 kPa and 70 kPa forstage2,2OkPaand
120 kPa for stage 3, and 20 kPa and 180kPa for stage 4. To avoid overconsolidationin

(u)controlled by the air/water interface steel container were increasedinlOkPaintervals
Figure 3.6 presents the effective vertical stresses along the depth of the clay sample at

and the package was then incrementally unloaded by gradually decreasing the applied
total vertical stress. After the free water and the drainage sandon the top oftheclaywere
removed. Lift #3. a clay slurryof70 mm in thickness. was placed on the top ofLi ft#2.

The fine sand layer in the middle of the sample was connected to the clay surface by

threeplastictubesof6.35mm(O.25 inch) in diameter as shown on Figure 3.7, and about

prevent air entry into this drainage layer. The testbed was loaded into the centrifuge after
the instrumentations, test set-up, pore pressure transducers (PPTs),10ad cells and linear

a
- -

D

r=!I
lay
Plug
- - -

b) Removal ofClay from Tube

~c.'~1
L=-=1".
, c=l

If the testbed claywasoverconsolidated in a stage during laboratory consolidation

Effective vertical stress at top
a.18.5,20,19.5,36,20kPa

Bonom
-32cm

Figure 3.8: Effective vertical stress profile at each stage in SOC cIay(SAT02)
(l-stagel,2-stage2a,3-stage2b,4-stage2c,5-designstressprofile,6-finalstressprofile)

3.3.2.4 Determination ofCv and I..
The consolidation coefficientoftheclaY,c",at different effectivev erticalstresscan
be determined using Taylor's method in laboratory consolidation. Figure 3.9 presents a
typical vertical displacement against root of time (t5,,-Ji) curve when the clay was

subjected to an effective vertical stress of 20 kPa. As 190 can be obtained through
laboratory consolidation tests, cvcan be ca1culated by

where

T90

is non-dimensional time factor for 90% degree of consolidation and a

theoretical value of 0.848 by assuming unifonn uowith depth (Das, 1997)isused,andHs
is the thickness of the clay, The laboratory consolidation results 0 fTest SAT06are listed

Table37'LaboratoryconsolidationresultsofTestSAT06sample
H,(mm)

Stage

ID

(kPa)

~

&I
(mm)

(second)

1

20

450.01361.5

88.5

513200

2.08

2.72

2a

45

361.51337.0

24.5

163300

1.87

3.53

2b

70

337.01326.5

10.5

88400

1.78

3.97

0.272

2c

100

326.51314.5

12.0

80400

1.68

4.33

0.281

t",

Inp'

(mm'/s)
0.084
0.170

The cvvalues in Table 3.7 are consistent with the results in the Ii teratureforspeswhite

Time (second '12 )

Figure3.9:Atypica!curveofov -Ji and thedetennination methodoft90

Figure 3.10: Relationshipofcvwith efTective vertical stress

In(u:) for normally consolidated clay. For normally consolidated conditions,this

e~1.465+0.25In(~)
whereu:istheeffectivevertica)stress. As
p' =

u: +3 2u~

where p' is the mean effective stress,

u~

=kou: is the effective horizontal stress, ko is

e~2.695-0.25Inp'

Thecoefficientofvirgincompressibility,A.,canbeobtainedfromthee-Inp'curve

A=~
d(lnp')

Figure3.llpresentsalllaboratoryconsolidationresultsoneandlnp'.Thevalueof

A calculated from those results changed from 0.245 to 0.273, and the average was 0.26.
The intercept, eo, ranged from 2.65 to 2.81, with an averageof2.78.

~

1_S'.T04
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2.7
2.5

2.3
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o
Inp'(kPa)
Figure3.1l Relationship between eand Inp'

In order to check the undrained shear strength profile of the testbed wi ththedesignsu
profile, three small samples were nonnally consolidated from clay slurry with water
content of 120% to at least 90% degree of consolidation under the efTectivevertical

stressesof30, 60 and IIOkPa, to represent the efTectivevertical stresses of the soils at
approximately 5 m, 10 m and 18 m depth in prototype, respectively. Fall cone tests were

are shown on Figure 3.12 with thebeSl-fit line and the design undrained shearstrength

one with 19 mm diameter by 28 mm height for materials with shear strength 0 to 120
kPa, and the other one with 33 mm diameter by 49 mm height for material with shear

soil failed. The undrained shear strength can be read at the top of the calibrated dial

designsu profile (su

=

1.14 kPa/m depth). The best-fit line of the test resultsfrommudline

to the position of90 kPa effective vertical stress is under but very close to the design

Su

profile. Below this position, the best-fit line is above and is also very close to the design
profile. The degree of sensitivity of the clay by mini vanesheartestswasl.5,2.0,and2.8
at the top, the middle, and thebotlom test positions, respectively

Figure 3.12 Undrained shear strength from laboratory tests

The best-fit lines on Figure 3.12 were obtained from the laboratory fa II eone and vane
shear test results using regression method. Hean be seen from Figure 3.12 that. fora
given elevation below mud line (clay surfaee), the maximum differeneeofsu values is less
than 15%. This error range is reasonable and aeeeptable in geoteehnical en gineering

3.3.2.7

Permeability Tesls

Falling-head method was used to measure theeoeflieient ofpenneabilit yoftestbeds.
The equation applieable to this test can be derived (Bowles, 1992)

whereais cross-sectional area of the standpipe, A is cross-sectionalareaofsoilsample.
h,ishydraulicheadacrosssampleatbeginningoftest(t=O),andh1ishydraulichead

Three tests were carried out in the soil laboratory of Faculty of Engineering,
Memorial University of Newfoundland. The test results are presented in Table 3.8. The
average value of k~ was 2.2xlO-7 cm/s. Al-Tabbaa and Muir Wood (1987) measured the

The predicted values of k~ using Eq. 3.8 are also presented in Table 3.8, and they are

3.4 Centrifuge Facility and Test Equipment
3.4.1 Centrifuge Facility
C-CORE'scentrifuge(Phillipseta1., 1994) is located on the campus of Memorial
University of Newfoundland. This facility is a two-story building enclosing amain bay

for model preparation, soil testing and radiography laboratories, mechanical and electrical

centrifuge itself. An Acutronic680-2 centrifuge made in France ishoused in a bunkerlike structure adjacent to the S. J. Carew building. Thefacilitywasfundedbyindustry

acceleration equivalent to 100 times gravity (100g) or 650 kg to 20o times gravity (200g)
The maximum rotational speed is 189 r.p.m. A swinging platform is located at one end of
the centrifuge arm and serves to carry the test package. The maximum payloadsizeislA
m long by 1.1 m wide and from 1.2 m to 2.0 m high. The other end of the arm holds a
counter~weight

of 22,000 kg. The activities inside the package and the centrifuge

operation are visually monitored with television cameras mounted on the package and the
wall of the chamber. The centrifuge is equipped with six rotary joints which permits
Ouidsto Oow through the central axis of the machine to the platforrn. Hence, water feed
to the model can be conducted during centrifuge consolidation and testing. Electrical
signals from transducers are acquired and recorded by a data acquisition system (through
the electrical slip rings) located above the centrifuge and relayed to the centrifuge control
room in the main building. Figure 3.13 shows C-CORE's centrifuge

Figure 3.13: C-CORE's geotechnical centrifuge

3.4.2 TestSet-up
The test head works comprise of four main parts which are mounted on the steel
strongbox: a horizontal drive, a caisson assembly, a cone penetration test (CPT) drive,

without stopping the centrifuge in the same soil sample. This device was first placed at

location of test #2 after test #1 was finished. Finally the caisson assembly was moved 420

displacement of the model caisson during both installation and pu1I0ut. Two high quality

in the caisson rod. The vertical actuator was used to lower and raise the caisson during
the installation and extraction processes. The cable used to hold the caisson was kept
slack during suction penetration phase using the LVDT feedback

penetrometerhasa60°conewithasurfaceareaofl cm2 • A load cell built into the cone
rod measured tip resistance during penetration. This system was mounted on two

Thesuctiondeviceconsistsoftwothree-wayvalvesdrivenbytwoactuatorsandan

(see Figure 3.17). They were also llsed to control the drainage conditions during self-

Figure 3.17: Plumbing diagram

3.4.3 Other Equipment and Instrumentation
A 5HP Bowers horizontal paste mixer was used as a clay mixer to prepare the clay
samples. This mixer, usingpJough-type mixing blades, has acapacityof200 liters and is
capable of mixing at blade speeds ranging from 13 to 60 rpm. The mixer was designed to
accept a vacuum, and 60 to 70 kPa of vacuum was applied during mixing

A total of nine Druck PDCR81 miniature pore pressure transducers (PPTs)wereused
in each test. Six PPTs were embedded in the clay to measure the pore pressures.Their

readings were used to evaluate the consolidation process of the soil. One PPT was placed
near the testbed surface in order to monitor the water depth above the surface and two

the pressure differential. The positions of these PPTs are presentedonFigures3.18and

Connected with
Anchor System

Figure 3.18: PPTs' positions during testing (front view)

TEST #1

TEST #3

TEST #2

Figure 3.19: PPTs' positions during testing (top view)

3.5 Centrifuge Test Procedure
3.5.1 General
1. An in-flight cone penetration test (CPT) was usecl to measure the undrainedshear

strength profile of the clay testbed after the testbed was consolidatedto90%underits
own self-weight at IOOg in the centrifuge. The penetration velocity was3mm/second

2. Suction caissons were installed in-flight by both self-weight and active suction
The total design penetration depth was approximately 180 mm, including 100 mm to 130
mm self-weight penetration and 50 mm to 80 mm suction penetration
3. The time interval between the end of the caisson's installation and the beginning
of the pullout test was different for each test. Thecaissonpullouttest was conducted after
one of the pre-detennined time periods: 1,5,l0,30,120andI50minutes
4. In order to investigate the effect of the EPPsto the pullout capacity of the caisson,

SAT08, SAT09and SATIO, the caisson top was opened after the caisson'sinstallation,
and the EPPswere released. The caisson top was closed before the beginning of the

5. The caisson pullout test was performed at a constant pullout velocity of 10
mm/second. Ingeneral,thepullout test was conducted in two stages. First, the caisson
was pulled out at least 25 mm with its top closed in order to preserve the passive suction
When the maximum pullout capacity was reached, the caisson's top was opened to

3.5.2 Centrifuge Consolidation
After the consolidation of the testbed in the laboratory was completed. a 70 mm thick

caisson after all plastic tubes and the caisson were filled with wate r. The centrifuge was

from the six pore pressure transducers (PPTs) embedded in thec1ay testbed

3.5.3 CPTTest

of the clay testbed was measured using an in-flight cone penetration test (CPT) device,

3.5.4 Self-weight Penetration
The caisson was held inside the water column above the clay surfaceb y the caisson
assembly system during the centrifuge consolidation and the CPT test in the centrifuge
In order to avoid soft clay blocking the plumbing during suction penetration,adeaired

geotextilefilterwasattachedontheinsidetopofthecaisson.Afterthe completion of the
CPT sounding, Valve 1 (Figure 3.17) was closed and the caisson was opened to the
surface water through Valve 2 (opening to the caisson), so that the water inside the
caisson could flow out during self-weight penetration. The penetration rate of a caisson
during self-weight penetration depends on the soil conditions, caisson weight and the
velocity of the vertical actuator. In this study, the maximum penetration rate of the
caisson under its self-weight was limited to 3 mm/second by the vert icalactuator. This
maximum penetration rate was selected based on the practical examples. In order to
reduce the magnitude of the EPPs generated inside the caissonwhich compressed the soil

pause of each increment, so that EPPs could dissipate. The loadcell recorded the change
in the caisson weight due to the mobilization of the soil resistance,and its reading was
also used to monitor the load transferring from the drive to the soil. The vertical
movement was monitored by a LVDT and the stepper motor drive. The self-weight
penetration was completed when the pressure inside the caisson had dissipated and the
penetration resistance of the caisson was greater than its self-weight

3.5.5 Suction Penetration

opened to the overflow, and the overflow line connected to the top of the caisson was
lowered to generate a pressure differential between inside and 0 utsideofthe caisson (i.e.,

10 mm/second,was conducted after one of the six pre-detennined time intervals: 1,510,

caisson was first pulled out at least 25 mm with its top closed in order to permit

caisson's top was opened to release the passive suction and the caisson was extracted

3.5.7 TestCompletion

compared with its value before the installation of the caisson to check if the soil plug was

3.6 In-flight Cone Penetration Tests (CPT)
3.6.1 General

(CPT)wascarriedout.CPTtestingwasnotcarriedoutinTestSAT04.Atipresistance

the empirical relationship (Lunne et ai, 1991)

wheres u is the undrained shearstrength,qc is the eone tip resistanee, CYvo is the in-situ

the cone tip resistance (qc) from watereolumn above mud line has been subtracted (see

column above mudline(u o",) should also be subtracted,andEq. 3.9 can be rewritten as

depended on type of cone penetrometer, rate of cone penetration, c1aytype and OCR. The

that(Boltonetal..1993),Nk wasbetween2.2to4.8fornonnallyconsolidated c1ay; while

kept relatively constant after. Moreover, differentN" was used to analyze eentrifuge
modeling results forc1ay: 9byRenzietai. (l991),6to9 by Fuglsang andSteensen-Bach
(1991), 14 by Bezuijen and Hjortnaes-Pedersen (1992), and IO.7byCIukey and Phillips

When CPT tests are used to detennine the undrained shear strength profiles for the
nonnallyeonsolidated c1ay testbeds in this study, according to the above diseussion. a

3.6.2 CPT Tests in NC Clay

3.20. The total vertical stress and effective vertical stress increase linearly with depth

small increases in the measured tip resistance. The first increase occurred at the slurry
c1ay/clayinterface (Lift #3fLift#2) about 48 mm below the surface. The secondincrease

interface as a clay hole was left. in the drainage layer at the interface layer (Lift

U o..

is the water pressure on the seafloor (mudline or clay surface),a.=O.19 and {J=O.59

are empirical factors. OCR is the overconsolidated ratio and equalst01 for NC clay. and
u:=6k.Palmdepthistheeffectiveverticalstress.Theback-calculatedva)uesofN.from
CPT tests for all NC c1aytestbeds varied from 8.7 to 12.4, willt an average value of9.5

forNC clay mentioned in Section 3.6.1. Figure 3.21 presents the design Su profile defined

byEq.3.1fortheNCclaytestbeds
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Figure 3.20: Vertical efTective stress and cone tip resistance profiles

Figure 3.21: Design undrained shear strength profile ofNC clay test beds

3.6.3 CPT Tests in SOC Clay
Cone penetration tests (CPT) were also conducted in slightlyoverconsolidatedclay
(SOC) testbcds using the same cone penetrometer and penetration velocity as forNe

ofNkvariedfrom 10.8 to 15.7, with an average value of 12. Figure 3.22 presents the

I-SOCCI'YI
-NCclay

2500-L-----:-~10::------:-';15,-----::'::20--=-25~~-----,J
Undntined Shear S""'gth(kPa)

Figure 3.22: Design undrained shear strength profile of SOC clay testbcds

Chapter 4
Analyses of Centrifuge Test Results
4.1 Introduction
A total of eight centrifuge tests were carried out in this study, includ ing16caisson

EPPs induced by installation of suction caissons and theirdissip ation,failuremechanism,
setup development, Fpu-dbehavior, and EPPs in the soil during pullout ofa suction

Figure 3.21. The testbeds of Tests SATOl, SAT02 and SAT05 were slightly
overconsolidated(SOC),andFigure3.22 shows their design undrained shear strength
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4.2 Penetration Resistance
4.2.1 Penetration Resistance in NC Clay
Figure4.1,thepenetrationresistanceagainstthepenetrationdepth,presentsthe
centrifuge test results of Test SAT06 conducted in this study. ModeI caisson SC #1 was
installed in nonnallyconsolidated (NC) clay. The outside diameter and the wall thickness
of the caisson were 51.7 mm and 0.65 mm, respectively, with a ratio of diameter to wall
thickness (D/.1) slightly over 79. The penetration depth was in range 176 mm to 185 mm
including a self-weight penetration of approximately 140 mm, yielding a ratio of HID

Figure 4.1 shows that the penetration resistance increased with depth duringbothselfweight and active suction penetration. Also, a noticeable increaseinthesoilpenetration
resistance occurred when the suction was used to aid caissonpenetration at a depth of
about 140 to 150 mm. It is thought that this penetration resistance increase can be

I. The active suction applied after completion of self-weight penetrationmighthave
caused a different "soil flow"pattem. For example, less than 50% of the soil displaced by

the end of self-weight penetration to the beginning of suction penetration
2. The dissipation of excess pore pressures (EPPs) occurring in the soil outside the
caisson during the time interval between the completion of self-weight penetration and
the beginning of suction application resulted in an increase in the undrained shear
strength of the soil at the caisson wall and,consequently, the friction resistance along the
penetrated section of the caisson (setup efTect). In this study. the time interval between
the completion of self-weight penetration and the beginning ofsuction application ranged

in the soil were dissipated during this time. That is to say, the effective stress in the soil
was increased compared with that in the soil at the moment of the completion of selfweight penetration. The increase of the efTective stress in the soi I outside the caisson lead

3. There is a thixotropy effect for remolded natural clays, whichcausesanincrease
in the undrained shear strength with time even though there are no changes in volume or
effective stress, resulting in an increase of wall skin friction. Previousstudy(NGI,1999)
indicated that speswhite kaolin clay does not have much thixotropy.Consequently,the
higher penetration resistance observed during the suction penetration is believed to be
due to the effect of the active suction on the soil inside the caisson and the setup that
occurred in the soil outside the caisson during the time period from the completion of
self-weight penetration to the beginning of suction application
4. The 5 mm fine sand layer in the middle of the testbed, shown in Figure 3.3, may

locations (see Figure 3.4),theundrained shear strength of the Iocal clay may increase due
to the "local vicinity" of the clay/sand/clay interface, resulting a local increase of

Figure4.2:PenetrationresistanceagainSldepth(SAT08,HID:;;3.2)

vertically loaded pile in clay. Using limit equilibrium theory, theverticaIresistanceofan
open end caisson (Rpt) maybedetennined as the sum of the friction resistancegenerated
along the caisson's wall areas (Rsj) and the end-bearing resistance (R ,1p) generated along

Theend-bearingresistance(R,.p)oftheannularbaseareaoflhesteelisdetennined

R",~(N<s.+rh)A",

wheresu is the undrained shear strength of the soil atthetip,Ncisabearingcapacity
factor(Nc is a function of penetration depth,its value is in range 5to9),r' is the buoyant

unitweightofsoil,h is the penetration depth, andA,ipis the annular base area of the

where ape is an empirical constant (penetration friction coefficient), suis the average
undrained shear strength of the soil along the skirt over the penetration depth,A$ is the

Considering the centrifuge test set-up in this study, the soil resi stance during self-

whereLCR is the load cell reading and We is the submerged weight ofthe caisson. Prior

weight of the caisson. As the caisson penetrates the clay testbed, the load recorded by the
load cell transducer decreases due to the development of the friction and the end-bearing

Using Eqs. 4.2,4.3 and 4.4, the average friction coefficient developed along the
caisson's wall over the penetration depth during the caisson's self-weight

penetration~

a,.=[W,-LCR-(N,s,+yh)A,.]I[s,A,J

The soil resistance during suction penetration is evaluated using the following

LCR=W,-R,.-R'I+F~,

section of the caisson top caused by the difference between the pressure inside the
caisson (P,) and the pressure outside the caisson (Po) (these pressures are measured by the
pore pressure transducers mounted inside and oUlSide the caisson's top surface)

whereAspistheintemalcrosssectionareaofthecaisson.CombiningEqs.4.2,4.3,4.6
and4.7,theaveragefrictioncoefficient~developedalongthecaisson'swall
over

the

penetration depth during suction penetration is estimated by
a,.=[W,+F~.-LCR-(N,s.+yh)A",]I[s.A.l

The values of the average friction coefficient of Tesl SAT06 developed alongthe
caisson's wall during self-weight and suction penetrations, estimated using Eqs. 4.5 and
4.8, are presented in Figure 4.3

2OO0~~-Oo-'-=.15----'Oo'-:-2--=-O.25~O.3~035~04~--}
FridionCoetfoeri,a,.

Figure 4.3: Friction coefficient against depth (SAT06. H1D=3.5)

The value of the friction coefficient ape at any penetration depth in Figure 4.3

represents the average

a~valueapplicabletotheentirecaissonpenetrationabovethat

depth. For example, a ape va!ue ofOA at 50 mm penetration indicates that the friction

resistance along the caisson's side areas at 50 mm depth is equivalent to 0.4 times the
average soil undrained shear strength over the top 50 mm soil profile.

Figure 4.3 indicates that the value of the average friction coeffic ient~during
caisson's self-weight penetration decreased from about 0.6 at the surface to about 0.15 at

lower as the caisson penetration progressed due to the decrease of the rate of the effective
stress increase in the soil with depth. As mentioned above, the efTective stressinthesoil

influences the penetration resistance. Two factors may make the rate of the effective
stress increase lower with depth: first, the excess pore pressures (EPPs) in the clay

(abouthalfradiusoftheplasticzone)thedissipationoftheEPPs was very fast due to the
significant contribution of the vertical dissipation, the relative Iarge permeability of the

dissipation time of the EPPsincreased with depth because the dissipation of the EPPs
mainly depended on the horizontal dissipation. The drainage distance is longer due to the
radius increase of the plastic zone and the permeability is smaller due to the decrease of
void ratio (e) compared with the 40 mm soil on the top surface. Therefore, the friction
coefficient ape decreased with depth
Figure 4.3 clearly shows that a sudden increase in the soil resistanceoccurredwhen
the active suction was applied. The value of the average friction coefficientllpeincreased
from 0.15 at end of the self-weight penetration (140 or 160 mm below mudline) to about
0.35 when suction was applied. This increase was due to both theapplication of active
suction which results in a different "soil flow" pattem, and the setup increaseduringthe
time interval from the end of self-weight penetration to the beginning of suction
penetration (1 to 5 minutes) which may lead to about 25% EPPs dissipation and an

penetration resistance associated with the suction application was also observed by others
(Renzietal.,1991).Duringsuctionpenetration.thevalueoftheaveragefriction
coefficient

£lpe

decreased from 0.35 at 140 or 160 mm (beginning of the suction

penetration) to about 0.27 over the penetration depth. As the EPPsinthesoiloutsidethe

penetrate. Therefore, the penetration resistance again decreased with depth. Similar
findings regarding the behavior of the average friction coefficient a"ewas observed

Figure 4.4 presents the results of Test SAT08, the friction coefficient a"e against
penetration depth. Even though Tests SAT06 and SAT08 were carried out in similar
testbeds, caisson geometries and penetration velocity, the results of those tests were
slightly different due to the difference of the applied active suction,includingits

Figure 4.5 presents the centrifuge test result of Test SAT09. ModelcaissonSC#2
was installed in nonnallyconsolidated (NC) clay. The outside diameter and the wall

thickness (D/6) of about 65. The penetration depth was 190 mrn including a self-weight
penetration of approximate 170 mm, yielding an HID ratio (embedment/diameter) of

Figure 4.4: Friclion coefficient against depth (SAT08, HID

=3.2)

-~Figure 4.5: Penetration resistance against depth (SAT09,H/D:1.8)

Figure4.6presentstheresultofTestSAT09,thefrictioncoefficientapeagainst
penetrationdepth.Thevalueoftheaveragefrictioncoefficientapeduring caisson's self-

This coefficient increased from 0.07 toO.l from the end of self-weight penetration to the
beginning of suction penetration, and a value of 0.1 maintained until the 20 mm suction

etTective stress increase in the soil is almost the same due to the verticaldissipationofthe
EPPs.TheEPPsgeneratedinthesoilattheself-weightpenetrationdeptharelargerthan

disturbance to the soil by the thicker wall of the caisson, resultinginasmallerrelative

penetration (170 mm) is smaller than that of Tests SAT06 and SAT08. Also, the change

the end of self-weight penetration to the beginning of suction penetration. Two reasons
may result in that the rate of the effective stress increase in the soi I was smaller than that
of Tests SAT06 and SAT08: (1) the active suction applied inside the caissonwasabout
25 kPawhich is less than the 55 to 60kPaapplied for Tests SAT06 and SAT08, and (2)
the time interval from the end of self-weight penetration to the beginning of suction
penetration was about 2 minutes which is shorter than 3 to 5 minutes inTests SAT06and
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Figure 4.6: Friction coefficient against depth (SAT09. HID

=1.8)

Figure 4.7, presents the centrifuge tesl results of Test SATIO. ModelcaissonSC#3
was installed in normally consolidated (NC) clay. The outside diameter and the wall
thickness of this model caisson were 28.7 mm and 1.0 mm, respectively, with a ratio of
diameter to wall thickness (D/.6.) of about 29. The penetration depth ranged from 151 mm
to174mm,yieldingaratioofembedmenttodiameter(H/D)ofabout5.3to6.1
It can be seen from figure 4.7 that the slope of penetration resistance had an increase
at the penetration depth of about 110 mm below mudline. This indicates that a
penetration depth of 110 mm (approximately 5D) may be the critical depth for model
caissonSC#3. When the penetration depth is less than this depth, the failure of soil is

local shear failure (cut-in) mechanism, and the penetration resistance comes from
external skin friction, internal skin friction and tip (annular wall) resistance.Whenthe

general shear failure mechanism as defined in Section 5.4.1 of this thesis

Figure4.7:Penetrationresistanceagainstdepth(SATlO,H/D=5.5)

Figure4.8presentsthetestresultofTestSATlO,thefrictioncoefficientaveagainst
penetrationdepth.Thevalueoftheaveragefrictioncoefficientl4.>eduring caisson's selfweightpenetrationdecreasedfromaboutO.7attheclaysurfacetoabout 0.2 at llOmm
below, and then increased to 0.30 at 160mm (this increase may be to the end bearing
resistance which was taken as "intemal skin friction" in calculation of ave). The friction
coefficient increased from 0.30 at the end of self-weight penetrationto about 0.5 at the

beginning of suction penetration, and this value maintained to the completion of the 10

ratio (diameter to wall thickness) from 64 to 79 and HID ratio (embedment to diameter)
from 1.8 to 3.5, the penetration resistance can be predicted using a friction coefficient ape
=0.2 for self-weight penetration and ape = 0.3 for suction penetration (0.3 seems to be
conservativeforSAT09). Results of SAT 10 indicate that, for caissons with a Did ratio
of about 28 and a HID ratio of about 5.5, the penetration resistance can be calculated
using

ape

= 0.3 for self-weight penetration and ape

=

0.5 for suction penetration. It is

noted that the shape of penetration resistance coefficient versus depth of Test SATIO is

different from those of Tests SAT06,SAT08 and SAT09. As discussed above,thismay
be due to the caisson sensing to the presence of the 5 mm fine sand layer in the middle of

I. The penetration fiictioncoefficient ape depends on the efTectivestress in the soil
which is affected by the EPPs induced by installation

3. The setup that occurs during time interval from the end ofself-weightpenetration
to the beginning of suction penetration increases the frictioncoefficient.Generally,the
longer the time intelVal, the bigger the friction coefficient.

4. The friction coefficient is affected by the wall thickness. The larger the ratiaof
diametertowallthickness(D/,1),thesmallerthefrictioncoefficient

H / D ratio (embedment to diameter) from 1.8 to 3.5, the penetration resistance can be

predicted using a friction coefficient ape

=

0.2 for self-weight penetration and ape

=

0.3

forsuctionpenetration.ForcaissonswithaD/1:!J. ratioofabout28andaH/D ratio of

about 5.5, the penetration resistance can be calculated using ape

=

0.3 for self-weight

penetration and ape = 0.5 for suction penetration

4.2.2 Penetration Resistance in SOC Clay
Model caisson SC #1 was used to investigate the penetration resistance in slightly
overconsolidated(SOC) clays. Those tests included Tests SATOI, SAT02 andSAT05
The design undrained shear strength profile of the testbeds is shown in Figure 3.22. The
average friction coefficient ape can also be calculated using Eq. 4.5 for self-weight
penetration and Eq. 4.8 for suction penetration. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 respectively present
the penetration resistance versus penetration depth curve and the friction coefficient
versus penetration depth curve from centrifuge test results ofTestSAT05

/

Figure 4.9: Penetration resistance against depth (SAT05, HID

=1.6)

~lf-We1ghtpenet:ration

~Suetionpenetrallon

Figure 4.10: Frictioncoeflicient against depth (SAT05, HID;;; 1.6)

The penetration resistance increased with penetration depth. The frictio "coefficient
lZpt during self-weight penetration maintained about 0.4. This value increased to 0.53

when the active suction was applied. Then,itdecreasedwithdepthtoaboutO.25atthe
completion of suction penetration. Compared with the test resultsinNCclay(i.e.,Tests
SAT06 and SATOS), the average friction coefficient a". is bigger in self-weight

lZpd values shown in Figure 2.4, as lZpd values were observed some time after pile

4.3 Distribution of EPPs and Their Dissipation
4.3.1 EPPDistributioD
Excess pore pressures (EPPs) were induced in the clay by the installation of suction
caissons. Six pore pressure transducers (PPTs),two for each caisson test location, were
buried in clay outside the caisson, positioned 20 mm away from the wall and 72, 83,158,
206, 212 and 232 mm below the mudline. The capacity of these PPTs ranged from 690 to
1724 kPa (100 to 250 psi). As observed in previous studies (Hjotnaes-Pedersen and

Bezuijen, 1992), the highest excess pore pressure was recorded when the tip of the

Figure 4.11 presents the maximum changes recorded by the PPTs during caisson
installation. The measured initial EPPs in the soil showed an increase with depth down to
the elevation of the caisson's tip, followed by a rapid decrease down t o a small vaJue(i.e.,
littleetTect from caisson installation) at approximately haifa caisson diameter below the
tip. The excess pore pressures in the soil inside the caisson werenot monitored due to the
difIicultyin installing PPTs inside the caisson

accordance with cylindrical cavity expansion theory, the EPPs are given by Eq. 2.5. The
rigidity index (/,=Ols.) is generally between 130 to 230 fornonnallyconsolidated

speswhite kaolin clay (Hjortnaes-Pedersen and Bezuijen, 1992). Avalueofl50isusedin
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Figure 4.1 I: Predicted and measured EPPdistributions

SAT08

caisson's tip were in reasonable agreement with the predictions usingcylindrical cavity
expansion theory

4.3.2 EPPDissipation
The pullout capacity of suction caissons is related to the EPPs. The dissipation of
these EPPs was investigated in this study. Figure 4.12 presents the results ofa typical
centrifuge test, the change in excess pore water pressures during the installation phase (0
to about 500 second) and the consolidation phase from the end ofinstaJlation to the

beginning of the pullout test (about 500 to 8200secondl. The EPPs increasedduring

Figure 4.12: EPP'sdevelopment and dissipation with time

times of25%, 50%, 75% and 90% EPP dissipation in the centrifuge tests.

Degree of

Measured Time (second)

(%)

SAT06

25
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SAT08
285

Averaged Time
(second)
253

526

673

1588

1840

4400

4110

Radial consolidation theory is used to predict the dissipation of the EPPs around a

pressure. A time factor T, as expressed by Eq. 4.10, is used to predict the EPP
dissipation

T=~
r
p

wheret is the time ofEPP dissipation, rp is the pile diameter, andclr is the coefficient of

Radial consolidation theory was also used to predict the dissipation of the EPPs for
suction caissons in clay (Hjotnaes-Pedersen and Bezuijen, 1992). However, it is difficult

to detennine the drainage distance. Suction caissons act as cookie cutters (i.e., nonnally

should be considered in the estimation of drainage distance. In this study, using the

annular base area of the caisson, an equivalent value of rp in Eq. 4.10 is derived as

SAT06 and SAT08 are 51.7 and 0.65 mm, and the derived value of r, is 5.76 mm
Therefore, the dissipation of the EPPs in the soil can be described by Eq. 4.9, with an
initial EPP distribution in fonn ofEq. 2.5,and boundary conditions as

where Rp is the plastic zone radius
The general solution of Eq. 4.9 with the initial EPP and boundary conditions

described by Eqs. 2.5,4.12,and 4.13 was discussed by Randolph and Wroth(1979),Zhu
and Yin (2001) and Guo (2000). The solution procedure is briefly presentedasfollows
Separation of the variables ofEq. 4.9 leads to

JJ)andofthesecondkind(Y.YJ)asinEq.4.15

ThequantitYf.Jrnisthem-thpositiverootofEq.4.16

where

Nl=~

The nonnalizedexcess pore pressure (EPP) is

ThenonnalizedEPPuisuintheplasticzonecanbenumericallysolvedfordifferentNJ,rlro

theconsolidationdegreeexpressedasaratioofthedissipatedEPP at a point to the initial
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Figure 4.13: EPPdissipation results by radial consolidationtheory
Generally, the local degree of consolidation at the location 20 mm away from caisson

values ofl2 and less, 0.1 to 0.2 for Tvaluesbetween 15 to 22, and less then 0.07 forT
values larger then 30. Therefore, the EPP dissipation rates from radial dissipation
measured in this study (20 mm away from caisson wall) should be slower then the EPP
dissipation rates near the caisson wall. That is using records at 20 mm away from caisson

the vertical consolidation at the top and the tip of the caisson inthe above theoretical

consolidation degree between the caisson wall and 20 mm away for practical cases

Assuming

c, of the testbed clay is 0.21 mm'/s (AI-Tabbaa and Muir Wood, 1991) and

presented in Figure 4.14, together with the predictions usingradialconsolidationtheory
The theoretical time factor (7) values are larger than the test results for a given degree of
consolidation. This difference is attributed to the vertical dissipationattheseafloorand
caisson's tip in the model test. After installation of the caisson, 50, 80 and 90% EPPs
dissipated at time factors(1)ofabout4,16 and 26, respectively. Even though those
results are local measurements, as discussed above, it maybe appropriate when they are
used to estimate the EPP dissipation in suction caisson design

For driven piles of DIl:!.S50 (D is the diameter and l:!. is the waJl thickness of the

Bogard and Matlock (1990) to estimate the degree ofconsolidatio nofporewaterpressure

U=t/I"/(l.I+t/I,,J

where Uis the degree of consolidation, and

IJO

is the time at which th eEPPsarereduced

Eq.4.21cannotbedirectlyusedtopredictthedissipationoftheEPPsforthese

centrifuge tests due to the fact that DIl:!. is greater than 50. Two bounds ofUcan be

adjusted to a value by

Dla~48,Eq.4.21 gives

the upper bound U. When the diameter

is kept constant and the wall thickness is adjusted to a value by DI!:!.=48, Eq. 4.21
gives the lower bound U. Model caisson SC #1 had a 5.17 m diameter and 65 mm wall
thickness at prototype scale. Using Eq. 4.21,the upper bound Uisestimatedusingwall
thicknessof65 mmand adjusting the diarneter to 3.1 m (to keep the D/!1 ratio to 48),
and a lower bound U is estimated using a diameter of 5.17 m and adjusting the wall
thickness to I08mm(tokeeptheD/!:J. ratio to 48). Figure 4.15 presents the centrifuge
testresultsandthepredictionsusingEq.4.21afteradjustingeitherthediarneterorthe

Figure 4.15: Comparison ofEPP dissipation

As can be seen, the degree of consolidation values at anytime, obtained from the
centrifuge test results are bounded by the theoretical lower and upperbounds,indicating
that modified Bogard and Matiock method can also be used to predict the dissipation of

The above analyses show that both radial consolidation theory and modifiedBogard
and Matlock method can be used to predict the consolidation timeofthe EPPs in the soil
for suction caissons. When radial consolidation theory is used. an equivalent rp can be
calculated based on the annular base area of the caisson. When modified Bogard and
Matlock method (Eq. 4.21) is used,adjustments should be made to the diameter or the
wall thickness so as to keep the D/D. ratio (diameter/wall thickness) a maximum value

4.4 Pullout Resistance Mobilization
It is very important for designers and operators of suction caissons to understand how

the pullout resistance is mobilized with vertical displacement (Fp"-d). The Fpu-d

the behavior of the soil,the passive suction in the soil insidethe caisson and below the
tip, and the pullout velocity
Two kind tests were designed in this study (as shown in Figure 4.16) to investigate
the FfN-d behavior of suction caissons. TypeAisasuctioncaissonwithitstopclosed

duringpullouttest,andmodelcaissonSC#l was used. TypeB is an open topped pile,

un

Figure 4.16: Test types used for investigating FplJ-d behavior

Figure 4.17 presents atypical Fpu-dcurve of test type A Both the totalpullout

force could be mobilized in a small displacement. However, a vertical displacement of 4
to 10% diameter was required to achieve the ultimate pullout force (capacity) and the
maximum suction. The suction force, measured using two PPTs mounted inside and
outside the caisson top, was about 40 to 60% of the total pullout foree.Afteritspeak,the
passive suction slowly decreased with increasing displacement until the caisson had a
relative large vertical displacement (i.e., a half diameter)

Figure 4.17: Atypical FJIf'-d curve of suction caissons

Figure 4.18 presents atypical Fp"-dcurveoftesttypeB. The pullout force was
quickly mobilized with displacement. The pullout capacity arrived its maximum at a
vertical displacement of approximate 1% diameter or less, and then decreased with
further displacement

PuUomDisplacement(nun)

Figure 4.18: Atypical Fpt<-d curve of top opened caissons

Figure 4.19 presents the centrifuge test results of Tests SAT06 (type A) and
SATlO (type B). Here, the pullout capacity is the sum of the external skin friction
resistance and the reverse end bearing (REB) forTestSAT06 (typeA),and the internal

(suxAse)' where

s" is the average undrained shear strength of clay along the

caisson/pile wall, and Ase is the external wall skin area of the caisson/pile. The
nonnalized capacities obtained from Test SATlO (type B) were only about 50 to 60% of
those obtained from Test SAT06 (type A). The embedment ratio may have an effect on
the nonnalized capacity. However, this effect could be very small because the

embedmentratiosofthosetestsarebetween2to7,atypicalrangeforsuction caisson

and the intemal skin fiiction is limited to the buoyant weight of the soil plug during the
pullout test. Therefore, it is suggested that the caisson should be sealed after installation,

..
Figure 4.19: Test result comparison between Type A and TypeB
It is usually considered that the REB can only be mobilized fora suction caisson

under a relatively large loading rate. However, studies (Randolph and House, 2002)
showed that a sealed top caisson had a larger pullout capacity than an open topped
caisson/pile even under a very slow loading rate. Therefore, it is suggested that the

caisson should be sealed after installation, so that the passive suction can be effectively

This comparison indicates that the FJN-d behavior of suction caissons is completely
different from that of open topped caissons/piles. Suction caissons can generate avery

4.5 Failure Mechanism
Centrifuge tests indicated that a confined general shear (CGS) fai lure, defined in
Section 5.4.1, is the most appropriate mechanism to describe the failure ofa deeply

maximum friction at a large vertical displacement then the caisson/soil slippage occurred

suction in the soil inside the caisson and below its tip quickly developedwiththepullout
displacement. The recorded maximum passive suction force (defined as reverse end
bearing REB in this study) inside the caisson top was larger than the sum of the plug
weight and the calculated tension force of the soil at the tip of thecaisson,whichmeans
that REB was mobilized during the pullout. From the analysis on the EPP changes in clay
outsidethecaissonduringpullout(seeSection4.7),itcouldbeconcludedthatthe

development of REB accompanied by a small upward movement of the adjacent soil
outsidethecaissonanda"soil flow" pattern from the soil outside and away from the
caisson to the inside of the caisson. Both the total force and passivesuctionstanedto
drop off with the displacement after their peaks. Formostcases,asshowninFigure4.20.
the soil plug was always found to come out ofT from the caisson aftertest. These features
indicate that a confined general shear (CGS) failure is the most appropriate failure
mechanism. This failure mechanism was confirmed by the finite element analyses
conducted in this study (see section 5.4.1)

Figure 4.20: Evidence of plug falling out from the caisson
Based on the confined general shear (CGS) failure mechanism, the pullout capacityof
suction caissons can be derived through limit equilibrium analysis. Figure 4. 21 indicates
the fon:es applying on both lhecaisson and the soil plug during pullout

For the caisson, the pullout capacity can be written as

whereFpuisthepulloutcapacity,Fpsuisthesuctionforceappliedon the inside top of the
caisson, Fr/and Fifare the external and internal wall skin frictions, We is the buoyant

Soil Plug

Figure 4.21: Failure mechanism of suction caissons in clay
If the resultant efTectof the buoyant weight of the soil plug, theintemal wall skin

reverseendbearing(REB),Eq.4.22canberewrittenas

where REB is the passive suction force acting on the caisson, and canbecalculatedby
REB=A,,(p,-po)

where Asp is the internal cross section area of the caisson. Pi and po are the readingsofthe
two PPTs mounted on the outside and inside caisson top (P;-Po is the passive suction)
In this study. a reverse end bearing factorNEwas used to describe the REB. as

wheres u is the undrained shear strength of the soil at the caisson tip
The external wall friction. Ft'j'"duringpulJout can be described bya friction coefficient
(a,..) governed by

where apuis friction coefficient during pullout ofacaisson. silistheaverageundrained
shear strength of the outside soil along the wall skin (skirt). A.u is the external wall skin
area of the caisson over which shearing resistance is generated.
Both the frictioncoeflicient and the reverse end bearing factor measured from the
centrifuge tests will be discussed in Section 4.6

4.6 Reverse End Bearing Factor and Setup
Development

outside the top of the caisson. Using the confined general shear failure mechanism

the reverse end bearing factor during pullout of suction caissons can be obtained. The
setup curve was detennined through the analysis of the friction coefficient increase with
time. The passive suction is first discussed in this section because it is assumed to equal
the reverse end bearing in this failure mechanism.

4.6.1 Passive Suction
The passive suction is defined as the pressure differential of the inside and the outside
caisson top. During the centrifuge tests of this study, the passive suction was directly
measured by two PPTs mounted on the inside and the outside caisson top surfaces. Figure
4.22 presents the passive suction test results of Test SAT06. The passive suction
increased very fast at the beginning of pullout, and peaked after a verti cal displacement
of4tolO%diameter.Thissuctionslightlydroppedoffwithdisplacement after its peak
until the caisson had a relative large vertical displacement (i.e., a half diameter). The
recorded maximum passive suction was in the range from 160 to 180 kPa when the
caisson was installed in NC clay and the penetration depth wasapproximatelybetween

/

Pullout Displacement (mm)

Figure 4.22: Suction development during pullout test

4.6.2 ReverseEndBearingFactor
Figure 4.17 presents the pullout test results of Test SAT06. The passivesuctionwas
monitored by the two PPTs mounted on the inside and the outside to p of the caisson, and
the reverse end bearing factorNE was calculated byEq. 4.25
The reverse end bearing factors measured from centrifuge tesls arepresen ted in Table
4.4. The reverse end bearing factorNEvaried from 6.5 to 10.8, and theaverageis8.7.

Table 4.4: Reverse end bearing factors from centrifuge tests
Penetration
Depth (mm)

Passive Suction
Force(kN)

SAT04-1

165

10.8

SAT04-2

ISS

10.5

29.6

SAT04-3

162

10.1

121.2

SAT06-1

176

0.343

SAT06-2

184

0.358

7.2

30.0

0.324

6.5

125.0
10.2

SAT06-3
SAT08-1

7.0

168

0.378

9.3

160

0.356

8.6

7.8

9.3

The test results in Table 4.4 indicate that the Ne value slightly dec reasedwiththe
length of wait time in each test (such as SAT04 or SAT08). This slight decrease might be

Generally, the effective stress in the soil inside the caisson suddenly increases when
active suction (negative EPPs) is applied during installation. The effective stress in the

(the top of the caisson was opened). The longer the wait time is, the more the efTective
stress decreases. However, the EPPs (negative values) in the soil inside the caisson and
below its tip develop very fast with the pullout displacement, the efTectivestressinthe
soil can rebound in a very short time. Therefore, the reduction of the REB due to the
decrease of the effective stress in the soil inside the caisson and below its tip is very
small. Moreover, the EPPs generated in the soil outside caisson are positive and the

effective stress in the soil decreases during installation. As the EPPs dissipate, the

leading to an increase of the external wall skin friction. UsuallY,theincreaseinexternal
skinfrictionismuchbiggerthanthedecreaseintheREB,resultingina general increase
in the total pullout capacity.

ThereverseendbearingfactorNEisaffectedbyanumberoffactors,suchassoil
properties, caisson geometries, loading types (static or cyclic) and loading rate, As N E is
calculated using both the test data and the undrained shearstrength of the soil at the tip su,
its value is also influenced by the undrained shear strength of the soil. Therefore, the

AsmentionedinSection2.2.6,N£wasfoundtorangefrom4.7toll.3byFuglsangand

Steensen-Back(1991),from 1.5 104.5 byDaselal.(1994), from 3.5 to 7.5 by Datta and

physical model tests to investigate the behavior of suction caissons. They found that the
reverse end bearing factors ranged from 14.6 forshorttenn monotonic loading, and down

to 9.1 for sustained loading. Clukey and Phillips (2002) reported a value of 9.4. TheN,
values found in this study (from 6,5 to 10.8) are close to the upper bound results of

Steensen-Bach (1992) and lower bound results of Randolph and House (2002). The
average value of NE(8.7) is between 7 and 9, which is the customarily assumed range for
offshore design. The comparison between the measured NE of this study and the literature
results is presented in Figure 4.23

FuglsangandSteensen-Back(1991)

RandoJphandHouse
(2002)

Figure 4.23: Comparison of reverse end bearing factor

4.6.3 FrictionCoefficientandSetupDevelopment
The external wall skin friction makes a significant contribution to thepu lIoutcapacity
ofa suction caisson. As discussed in Section 4.5,thepullout capacity of suction caissons,

the REB and the external wall skin friction can respectivelybecalculated by Eqs. 4.23,

CombiningEq. 4.23 and Eq. 4.26, the friction coefficientapil can be expressedas

Penetration

Total

REB

SAT08-1
SAT08-2
SAT08-3

12

10

Wall

Friction

TestID
SAT04-1
SAT04-2
SAT04-3
SAT06-1
SAT06-2
SAT06-3

Wait Time

ap,

(mm)

(kN)

(kN)

(kN)

165
155
162
176
182

0.619
0.592
0.756
0.624
0.656
0.651
0.656
0.656
0.696

0.406
0.369
0.373
0.343
0.358
0.324
0.378
0.356
0.328

0.163
0.173
0.333
0.231
0.248

0.65
0.78
1.37
0.66
0.78

0.277
0.188
0.210
0.278

0.86
0.66
0.83
1.10

177
168
160
160

(minutes)

G;J
..

~

08~

Figure 4.24: Wall skin fiiction development of suction caissons

7.8
29.6
121.2
9.3
30.0
125.0
10.2
31.6
153.0

The measured friction coefficient llpll during pullout test changed with the time
interval from the end of the installation to the beginning of the pullout test. The friction
coefficient llpllduringthe pullout test is larger than the frictioncoefficientapeduring
installation. During installation, the EPPs were generated in thecl ay.TheefTectivestress
in the soil decreased with the generation of the EPPs, leading to a reduction in the wall
skin friction resistance. The EPPs induced during installation dissipated with time. From
Section4.3.2,about 50, 75 and 95% of initial EPPs were dissipated when the caisson was
installedintheclayforlO,30and120minutes,respectively.ThedissipationoftheEPPs

external wall skin friction. Generally, the longer the wait time after installation of the
caisson, the larger the friction coefficient during pullout of the caisson
Based on the confined general shear failure mechanism discussed in Sections4.5and
5.4.1, the development of pullout capacity depends in part on the development of the

regain of shear strength of the outside soil along the caisson's waII after installation, and

The pullout friction coefficient was measured in this study and the setupdevelopment
canbedetenninedthroughanalyzingthetestresultsofthefrictioncoefficient.Usingthe
test results presented in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.24, a setup curve was developed and
presented in Figure 4.25. In this curve, a time factor T,defined byEq. 4.10 was used to
describe the consolidation of the clay. FromthetestresuIts,60to75% friction resistance

l:~

j

oS

10

15

20

2.S

JO

:u

40

4.S

Consolidation Time Factor,T

Figure 4.25: Setup development with time

Based on the centrifuge test data. the following regression equation can be used to
describe the setup development with time

a •..,=O.12141n(T)+O.5029
where Tis the time factor defined by Eq. 4.10

According to the centrifuge test results, the time factor T for developing 90% setup is
16.3 (Le.• 16 months in prototype). which is smaller than thecorrespondingtime factor T

basedontheresultspresentedbyHjotnaes·PedersenandBezuijen(1992)andRenzietal

Test SAT 10 was carried out to investigate the behavior of open topped caissons/piles
in NC clay. The test results are presented on Figures 4.18 and 4.19 and Table 4.6

buoyant weight of the soil plug during pullout test. The measured external friction

minutes in centrifuge) after installation. Compared with the results of Tests SAT06 and
SAT08(suctioncaissons).theextemal skin friction develops fas twithtimefactorTas
the model caisson size was smaller. However, the development of the internal friction is
limited to the buoyant weight of its soil plug, and no passive suctioncouldbemobilized
during pullout test. Therefore. the total pullout capacity of an open toppedcaisson/pileis
smaller than that ofa suction caisson (see Figure 4.19 in Section 4 .4)

4.7 EPP Distribution during Pullout Test
Figure 4.26 presents the measured distribution of the excess porepressures(EPPs)in
the soil during the pullout test from the six embedded pore pressure transducers(PPTs),

embedded in clay 20 mm away from the caisson's outside wall. Their embedment depths

PPT5
PPT6

Figure 4.26: Distribution and development of the EPPs during pullout test
The EPP, also called the pore pressure change, is defined as the changeinthepore
pressure transducer's reading during the pullout test. The EPP(change of pore pressure)
increased from avery small value (almost 0) at the top surface to abo utl30kPasuction
at 158 mm depth, then decreased to 30,18 and 15 kPa at 206, 212, 232 mm below
mudline, respectively. The maximum EPP (change of the pore pressure) in the soil

outside the caisson occurred around the caisson's tip. The EPP increased slowly with
depth from mudline to the caisson, and then decreased with depth to about zero a few

increase (positive values). This increaseofEPPs might be due to the elevation changes of
the PPTs by the downward movement of the around soil duringpullouttest. The EPPs
measuredbyPPT4,PPT5 and PPT 6 were negative values, and indicated the soil around
those PPTs had an upward movement. Therefore, it could be concluded that the
development of REB was accompanied by downward movement of adjacent soil outside
the caisson and upward movement of the soil below its tip
When uplift loading is applied on the caisson, the caisson starts to move upward (or it
has an upward moving tendency). The saturated soil around the caisson provides a
resistance to stop the caisson's movement. As the top of the caisson is sealed and its wall
isimpenneable, the relative movement (tendency) between the caissonandthearound
soilgeneratesnegativeexcessporepressuresinthesoilwhichiscalledpassivesuction.
Also, the soil plug has an uplift movement (tendency) due to both the passive suction
insidetbe caisson and the intemal friction and the soil below the caisson'stip resists this
movement, leading to the generation of the negative excess pore pressures (passive
suction) in the soil below the caisson's tip. The passive suction in the soil below the

caisson's tip decreases with depth due to the increase of seepage in the soil fromaJl

The maximum EPPs inside the caisson top (defined as passive suction in this study)
during pullout test were between 160 kPa to 180kPa (see Figure 4.22). The generated
EPPs in the soil decreased along the path from the plug top (PPT A in Figure 4.26)toits
bonom (tip of the caisson). then to the location ofPPT3. and funhertotheou15ide soil far
away from the caisson tip. This clearly indicates that a high seepage gradient was

As the caisson was pulled out at a velocity of 10 mmlsecond in the centrifuge tes15,
Figure 4.26 also indicates that the excess pore pressures in the so il outside the caisson

4.8 Summary
Centrifuge tests were carried out to investigate the behavior ofsuction caissons inNC
and SOC clay. The following conclusions can be drawn from the test results'
I. The penetration resistance of suction caissons increased with depth during both
self-weight and suction penetration. It depends on the soil properties and the effective
stress in the soil which is influenced by the excess pore pressures induced during
installation of the caisson. The application of active suction from the end of self-weight

penetration changes the "soil flow" pattern, resulting in a sudden increase in penetration
resistance. As the efTectivestress in the soil outside caisson increases during the time due
to the dissipation of the EPPs generated during self-weightpenetration,leadingtoan

delay from the end of self-weight penetration to the beginning of suction penetration
should be minimized,so that the penetration resistance can be reduced

3. For caissons with DII1 ratio (diameter to wall thickness) from 64 to 79 and
HID ratio (embedment to diameter) from 1.8 to 3.5, the penetration resistance can be

predicted by using a friction coefficient ape

=

0.2 for self-weight penetration and ape

=

0.3forsuctionpenetration.ForcaissonswithaDII1 ratio of about 28 and a HID ratio
of about 5.5,thepenetration resistance can be calculated using ape=O. 3 for self-weight
penetration and ape=0.5 for suction penetration
4. The excess pore pressures (EPPs)generated in the soil duringtheinstallationofa
suction caisson increased with depth from mud line to the maximum penetration depth
(i.e., the tip of the caisson). Then, the EPPsquicklydecreasedtoasmall value (almost
zero) in the soil at half diameter below the caisson's tip
S.CylindricalcavityexpansiontheoryexpressedbyEq.2.S(originallydeveloped
fordrivenpiles)canbeusedtoestimatethedistributionoftheinitialEPPsinthesoil
induced by installation of suction caissons.

EPPsdissipatedattimefactors(Dofabout4,16and26,respectively.Even though those

they are used to estimate the EPP dissipation in suction caisson design
7. Radial consolidation theory can be used to predict the dissipation of the EPPsin

are larger than the test results fora given degree of consolidation. This differenceis
attributed to the vertical dissipation at the seafloor and caisson's tip in the modeltest.
8. ModifiedBogardandMatlockmethod(initiallyderivedfordrivenpiles)canalso
be used to predict the dissipation of the EPPs in clayey soils forsuction caissons,
provided adjustments are made to the diameter or the wall thicknessofthecaisson,soas
to keep the ratio of diameter to wall thickness (D/.1) to a maximum value of 48
9. Centrifuge tests indicated that, for a suction caisson under an undrained loading
condition (fast loading rate), a confined shear failure mechanism was the most
appropriate one to describe the failure of suction caissons in NC and SOC clay. The
passive suction developed quickly with the pullout displacement. A displacement of
approximately 4 to 10% diameter was required to mobilize both the maximum passive
suction and the maximum pullout capacity. The passive suction force was in range
between 40 and 60% of the pullout capacity.

EPPs, resulting in that the friction resistance increases with time.

II.Thereverseend bearing factor varied from 6.5 to 10.8, with an average of8.7
Theaveragevalueisbetween7t09,whichisthecustomarilyassumedrange for offshore

12. The setup, used to describe the development of external wall skin friction,

95% setup could be developed for time factors (l) of3.5, 11.4 and 46, respectively. The

suction caisson. The failure mechanism ofa suction caisson partially depends on the

based on this study and Randolph and House's studies (2002), it is suggested that the

effectively mobilized under a large loading rate, and a small passive suction which is still
larger than the internal skin friction can be generated under a very smaII loading rate

Chapter 5
Finite Element Analysis
5.1 Introduction

solutions of mathematical problems governed by systems of partial differential equations
(Templeton, 2002). It can produce close approximate solutions to problems with highly

complex geometries, material behaviors and boundaries which would result in highly
complex fieldwise variations in the solution variables. The method can be simply
described as: (1) the solution space is subdivided into many finite elements so that the
variations in the solution variables can be well approximated within each element by
interpolation functions; and (2) all of the goveming equ3tions are then solved on all of
the eiements through the nodes, and the elemental solutions are assembled into solution
for the whole range. subject to compatibility and continuityrequirements. This method
has been used to solve various geotechnical problems since 1970s (Desai and Christian,
1977), including settlement and consolidation of soil, embankments and excavations,
slope stability analysis and earth retaining structures, hydrology and foundations. In
recent years, finite element analyses have been used to investigate the behavior of suction
caissons forofTshore industry, including performing parametric studies (Zdravkovic et
al.,1998and200l,andDengandCharter,2002),andcheckingtheresultsof other
calculation methods (Randolph and House, 2002), centrifuge test results (Clukey and
Morrison,1993)andthedesignofsuctioncaissons(NGl,1999)

Several commercialFEA software programs are available to study various types of
problems both static and dynamic analyses for geotechnical engineers. ABAQUS, a
general purpose finite element code developed by Hibbitt, Karlsson & Sorenson, Inc.
(1998),inPawtucket,Rhodelsland,isoneofthoseprogramsandwasusedtoanalyzethe
behavior of suction caissons in this study. It supplies an extensive library of elements
which can model virtually any geometry: solid (continuum) elements, rigid elements,

interface elements, hydrostatic fluid elements and other more special elements. ABAQUS
also contains a wide range of material models that can simulate the behavior of most

model, (2) coupled field equation capabilities for two phase media, and (3) contact

an interactive and graphical postprocessor, provides a wide range ofoptions to interpret

The main purpose of the FEA work in this study was to introduce a method for
numerical simulation of passive suction. One single FEA model was developed,
according to the conditions of centrifuge test SAT06, i.e., caisson geometries, soil
parameters, loading and boundary conditions. Two FEA runs were submitted. Run I was
used to check the capability of the numerical model to correctlysimulatethecaisson·soil

interaction. In this first run, the measured passive suction was applied as input data. In
Run 2,thepassive suction was generated by the finite element model. The FEA results
from Run 2 were only compared with the results of centrifuge test SAT06 because other
tests had different embedment depths from the FEA model. A study on the effect of mesh
size and dimensions of the discretized field may improve the FEA resu Its, but this aspect
was not addressed here. The size of analysis domain was selected to correspond to the
experimental conditions

5.2 Finite Element Analysis Model
5.2.1 Finite Element Mesh and Boundaries
Centrifuge test SAT06 was modeled using the finite element analysis. Model caisson
SC #1 was simulated at the prototype scale. This model caisson had a 51.7 mm outside
diameter and 0.65 mm wall thickness, and 0.491 N (50 grams) buoyant weight. The

lnordertoselectthemostappropriateelementtypeforsimulatingsoilmaterialina
similar transient boundary value problem, a study wasperfonned at C-CORE in the pipesoil interactionanalysis(C-CORE,l999and Popescu et al., 2002). Boththe4-noded

biquadratic element with reduced integration and bilinear pore pressure, CAX8RP, was
selected as the best finite element type for simulating the behavior of two-phase materials

in a 2D problem. In this study, both soil mass and caisson material were modeled using 8-

node biquadratic displacement, bilinear pore pressure and reduced integrationelements

An axisymmetric assumption was used in this study. The mesh consisted of 1228

The FEA was performed at the prototype scale and theFEA resultspresented in this
thesis are expressed as model scale. The finite element mesh and boundary conditionsare
shown in Figure 5.1. The side boundaries of the FEA mesh were assumed to be
frictionless surfaces constrained from moving in the horizontal direction. The bottom was
fixed in both vertical and horizontal directions. Symmetry conditions were imposed at

The caisson's top was sealed and avery low permeability (i.e., I.OxIO· 14 mm/second)
was assumed for its walls. The initial hydrostatic water pressure (condition) in the soil
was zero on the mudline and increased at p=r..,z depth,whererw is the unit weight of
water and z is the depth below mudline; The hydrostatic water pressure on the mudline

The caisson and the clay were completely submerged in the equivalent of over 50
meter water depth in the centrifuge test. In practice. the water depth varies from-lO
meters to about 1500 meters. However, thedifTerence in water depth does notatTect the

effectivestressresponseofthesuctioncaisson-saturatedsoilsystem under these loading

Figure 5.1: FEA mesh and its boundary condilions (model scale)

In practice suction caissons are usually subjected to cyclic loading condition.
However, a monotonic (static) load was applied on the caisson top in the FEA of this

1. The FEA model was developed according to centrifuge test SAT06. The same

loading condition as this test was used
2. Various tests (Larsen, 1989, Clukey and Morrison, 1993, and Randolph and
House, 2002) verified that the pullout capacity ofa suction caisson un dercyclicloading
was about 60 to 85% of its capacity under monotonic (static) loading. Therefore. it is very
important to understand the behavior of suction caissons under a monotonic (static) loading

5.2.2 Constitutive Model for Soil Material
In this study, the behavior of suction caissons in normally consolidated clay was

investigated. Therefore, an appropriate model for simulating the behavior of the nonnally
consolidated clay should be selected. Many studies were carried out on clay constitutive
models. The Modified Cam-Clay model was an appropriate model for simulating both

partially saturated and fully saturated clays (Phillips, 1986. Vanapalli et aI., 1996 and
Popescu et aI., 2002). This model was also widely used for FEA analyses to simulate the

interaction of pipe·soil interface at C-CORE. Therefore, it was also selected to model the
stress-strain behavior of the soil in this study. The soil was assumed fullysaturatedw ith
the flow of the pore fluid through its voids governed by Darcy's law.

surface shown in figure 5.2 and figure 5.3 (Hibbitt, Karlsson & Sorensen,Inc., 1998). It
can be expressed as (Hibbitt, Karlsson & Sorensen, Inc., 1998)

p'=-~lraceO"

is the mean effective stress;

t.=f[I+J...-(l-J...)(.c.)'J is a measure of the deviatoric stress at failure;
2
K
K q

q=~istheMiSeSeqUiVaientstress;
r =

(%s: S: S)~ is the third stress invariant, and S is the deviatoric stress tensor;

Mis the critical state ratio defined as the ratio of the Mises equivaient stress, q,to
the effective pressure, p', at critical state. The ratio Mcan be estimated using the stress
vaiues in triaxiai compression tests, when themateriai is at thecritical state;

PI

is the wet cap parameter, which controls the shape of the yield surfaceonthe

ao is the initial overconsoiidation parameter, which can be estimated using the
e-lnp' plots along with the initial effective stress; and
K is the third stress invariant parameter, which introduces a smooth
approximation of the Mohr-Coulomb surface

Other parameters in the Modified Cam-Clay model in ABAQUS/Standard
implement3tioninclude

K,logarithmicelasticbulkmodulus;and

A, logarithmic hardening modulus.
ParametersKandl can be estimated from the results of the hydrostatic compression

test (slope of the rebound line) and from an oedometer test (slope of the virgin
compression line) in an e-lnp' plot. Other parameters, such as the initial void ratio eo.
the initial effective stress

u:.o

and the coefficient of earth pressure at rest ko. which

correspond to the initial efTective stress state, are also needed.

Inpractice,excessporepressuresareinducedinthesoilsduringcaissoninstallation
because some soil isdisplacedbycaissonwall,resultingin areduction in the efTective
stress of the soils around the caisson (Le., soils in the area from caisson center line to a
distance of plastic radius away). As the caisson was whished intothe soil (i.e., the caisson
was magically replaced the soil without any efTect to the adjacent soils) in the FEA of this
study, the reduction in efTective stress of the soils around the caisson by installationwas
not taken into consideration. Hence, the FEA results (i.e., wall friction/capacity) maybe

slightly larger than the centrifuge test results, as shown on Figure 5.26

.0 .
FigureS.2: ModifiedCam-Clayyield

FigureS.3: ModifiedCam-Clayyield

surfacesinthep'-tplane

surface sections in the 7t-pJane

The parameters used in the modified Cam-Clay model were estimated using the

results of laboratory consolidation tests, direct shear tests. fall cone penetration and mini
vane shear tests, as well as C-CORE's in-house data and other published data in the

literature. A summary of the parameters used in the model is presented in Table 5.1
TableS.I:SoilparametersusedfortheModifiedCam-Claymodel

Logarithmicelasticbulkmodulus,K
Logarithmichardeningmodulus,,,i

lnitialoverconsolidationparameter*,ao

Wetcaooarameter.

1.0
1.0

Initial void ratio·, eo
Penneabilityk

2.2xI0·9 m/sec

Coefficientofearthpressureatrest,ko
Unit submerged weight. y'

Frictioncoefficientatcaisson-soilinterface,l2f

6.0kN/m'

waterinsidethecaissontopwasreplacedbyasoftporous-elasticmaterial through which

to investigate the influence of the penneabilityofthe soft porous-elastic material on the
behavior of the caisson, three penneabilitycoefficients (i.e., k=8, 8xlO-2,and8xlO-5
mls) were assumed for each set ofE and v. In all analyses, a buoyant unit weight
y'=6kNlm l wasusedforthissoftporous-elasticmaterial

Figure 5.4 (load versus displacement curve) and Figure 5.5 (passivesuctionversus
displacementcurve)presenttheFEAresults,usingE=120MPaandv=0.49,andk=8,
8x 10-2,and8x 10-5 mis, respectively. These figures show that the pullout behaviorofa
suction caisson (i.e., load versus displacement curve and passive suction versus
displacement curve) did not change with the permeability of the soft porous-elastic
material inside top of the caisson. In other words, the effect of the permeability on the
generation of passive suction could be neglected. Similar conclusion was drawn for
another series of FEA, using E ~ 12 MPa and v ~ 0.499, and k ~ 8, 8
mis, respectively.

X

10"', and 8 x 10-5

O,7r06

I

E"2OMP"~"k"OE'2""1

-E·I2OMPa.~ .•g,ka8_0E-6rWs

(

Figure 5.4: Load versus displacement curve (model scale)
softporous-elasticmaterial:E=120MPa,v=0.49

Figure 5.5: Passive suction versus displacement curve (model scale)
softporous-elasticmaterial:E=120MPa,v=0.49

Figures S.6 and S.7 present the FEA results, using two sets ofE and v for the soft
porous-elastic material: (I) E ~ 120 MPa, v

~

0.49 and k

~

8 mis, and (2) E

~

12 MPa, v

=0.499 andk=8mJs. Those figures show that the development of the total pullout force
ofa suction caisson with displacement was not influenced by the values ofE and v of the
softporous-elasticmaterialontheinsidecaissontop,andtheinfl uence ofEand von the
development of passive suction was very small, providing a bulk modulus of 2000 MPa

(same as that of water) can be derived using E and v
Based on the above study, following parameters were used for the soft porous-elastic
material in the FEA: (1) Young's modulus E

~

12.0 MPa, (2) Poisson's ratio v

~

0.499,

(3)penneabilitycoefficientk~8.0mls,and(4)thebuoyantunitweightr '=6kNlm'

I
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FigureS.6: Comparison of Load vs. displacement curves (model scale)
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of passive suction VS. dispJacement curves (modeI scale)

5.2.3 Caisson-Soil Interaction
lnorderto effectively simulate the behavior of suction caissons i n clay. the caissonsoil interaction was considered as a contact problem. Two approaches could be used in
ABAQUS for specifying finite sliding interaction between deformable bodies: (1) the
contact element approach, and (2) the contact surface approach. The contact element

approach is

llSed

more frequently since it is applicable in more situat ions.lnthisstudy,

however, the contact surface approach was used based on the modeling and
computational effortsofa siudyconducted to identify the most appropriate technique for
simulating pipe-soil interaction (C-CORE 1999and200I,andPopescuelal.,2(02).1n

the contact surface approach, ABAQUS automatically generates the appropriate contact

Two pairs of surfaces were used to simulate the caisson-soil interaction: (1) the
caisson wall surface and the soil surface in contact with the caisson, and (2) the soil

surface inside the caisson with the soil surface outside the caisson. The first pair (Figure
5.8 (a)) simulated the caisson-soil interaction. The second pair (Figure 5.8 (b)) prevented

inter-penetration of the soils outside and inside the caisson duringand after the caisson

lmideq:So.
OJtsideSo.ilSurfuce
Surface

lmide1So.l"lftsideSoilSurfuce
Surfuce

Caisson

Surfuce

(a) Caisson-soil surfaces

(b) Soil surfaces inside and outside caisson

Figure 5.8: Definition ofcontact surface pairs
lnpractice, suction caissons are generally classified into two main types based on the

caissons (i.e., concrete caissons). The interaction between caisson wall of different skin

condition and soil can be well sirnulatedusingCoulomb friction contact in FEA. An
appropriate value of friction coefficient, selected according to the caisson wall skin

condition, can be used to correctly simulate the slippage between caisson wa11 and soil
for smooth-walled caissons. The "ROUGH" option in ABAQUS software can be used to
simulate the situation of no-slippage at caisson-soil interface for rough-walled caissons,

In this study, Coulomb friction contact was used. The shear stress between the

surfaces in contact, i.e. unit walt skin friction (fs), is limited bya value

where £Xtis an user-defined friction coefficient (in Table 5.1) and

a:

is the effective

nonnal contact pressure acting on the interfaces and equivalent to thehorizo ntalstress
a~

in the soil adjacent to the caisson. The caisson elements were assigned a non-zero

very low penneability as a signal to the ABAQUS software that this effective pressure,

and not the total nonnal pressure, governed the interface behavior. No apparent numerical
instability resulted from this assignment.

The user-defined friction coefficient U{was assigned as 0.25. This value was selected

Usually, the unit wall skin friction is calculated by

f.=k,s.

wheresu is the undrained shear strength and k r is a stress transfer coefficient. According

tothecentrifugetestresults(Caoetal. 2001, and 2002) and literature(API, I993,NGI,
1999,andAndersenandJostad,2002),theaveragevalueofk,isabout0.85 (equivalent
to apu in Table 4.5 of Section 4.6.3) with consideration of internal and external wall skin
friction as well as the effect of self-weight and active suction penetration
The undrained shear strength of clay, Su can be estimated by
s.=a(OCR)P cr:

where a and

P are

empirical coefficients equal to 0.19 and 0.59 respectively for

speswhite kaolin clay, OCR is the overconsolidation ratio equal to 1 for normally
consolidated clay, and

a: is the effective vertical stress

Eq.5.4canbewrittenas

s.~a(OCR)Pt
where

a~

is the effective horizontal stress, and kois the coefficient of earth pressure at

rest fornonnallyconsolidated clay and is equal to 0.64.

SubstitutingEq5.5intoEq.5.3,then

ComparingEq. 5.2 and Eq. 5.6, where
thefrictioncoefficient,aj,resuIts

'limit

equals tols and

a: is equivalent to a~.

af=k,a(~.CR)'

=0.25

Tberefore,the friction coefficient at caisson-soil interface, Clf=O.25 was selected in

5.2.4 Simulation of Passive Suction
One advantage of suction caissons is that passive suction is generated during uplift
loading, resulting in an increase in the foundationpulloutcapacity.Thepassivesuction
contributestotheoverallpuJloutcapacitythroughdevelopingareverseendbearing
resistanceatthebaseofthecaissonandalsothroughincreasingtheefTectivestress in the
soil both inside and outside the caisson. leading to higher skin friction along the caisson's
wall. Consequently, the correct simulation of passive suction plays a key role in the
successful modeling of the behavior of suction caissons in the numericalanalyses.

lnparallel wilh lhis research, Handayanuelal. (2000) tried 10 numericallysimulate
the pore water pressure change (passive suction) in the soil for suction caissons in clay
during pullout, using ABAQUS software and a subroutine. Their FEA model was
developed based on the same conditions of two laboratory tests perfonned by MIT and
University of Texas (Austin). A maximum pore water pressure of about 50 kPa, in
agreement with the test results. was obtained. Chicata (2000) also used FEA to simulate
the pullout capacity of suction caissons, including generation of passivesuction.HisFEA
models were developed based on the conditions of the laboratory tests done by University
of Texas (Austin). The suction force (not suction pressure) from FEA was in agreement

with these test results. However, no details on the generation of passive suction were

Theabovetwostudieswereconductedbasedonseverallaboratorytests.Usually,the
maximum passive suctions from laboratory tests are much lower than these from
centrifuge tests or from practical examples, and also, the passive suction versus
displacement curves are different, due to the limitations of laboratorytest.Therefore,the
simulation of generation of passive suction is still a challenging prohlem

Soft Material NoGap

/

Figure 5.9: Simulation of passive suction
Passive suction may be simulated using the ABAQUS software when some aspects

ABAQUS. For example, when pore pressure elements are used, passive suction could be

simulated by the development of negative pore water pressures in a soft porous-elastic
material subjected to tension strains. As shown in Figure 5.9, three aspects were
considered in the simulation of passive suction in this study:
I. The water inside the caisson top was replaced by a soft porous-elastic material
through which passive suction was applied at the top of the caisson. Atthecontaetwith
soil,thesoftporous-elasticmaterialelementssharedthesamenodeswiththesoil.
2. Perfect contact between the soft porous-elastic material and the caisson cap was
assumed. The top surface of the soft porous-elastic material did not have any relative
movement with respect to the caisson cap during pullout
3. Both the soft porous-elastic material and the soil inside the caisson at caisson-soil
interface were constrained from horizontal movement, resulting in the elimination of
cavity development between water, soil and the caisson's internal wall. Compared with
using transient thin elements near caisson walls (i.e., hard contact between caisson and

and internal wall of the caisson. As shown on Figure5.23,thenonnal pressures on the
inside wall surface along the caisson clearly indicates that the soil on the inside caisson
skin is never in tensile. Therefore, the zero lateral displacement assigned in the FEA is

Considering the dependence of passive suction to loading rate, the consolidation time
and the loading time units in the FEA have been set based on the cenLrifuge data and

according to similitude laws. The passive suction measured in centrifuge tests was used

results. After the model was verified, the measured passive suction in the centrifuge test

5.3 Validation of Caisson-Soil Interaction

the mudJine by a gap. The soft porous-elastic elements replacing the water inside the
caisson top described in the previous Section were not used in this first round of
calculation. The passive suction measured during centrifuge test was applied on both the
mud line nodes as negative pore pressures and the inside top surface of the caisson as
downward pressures (FigureS.l0)

b) Centrifuge test result of passive suction
against vertical displacement
FigureS.IO: Validation of caisson-soil interaction-I (modelscale)

Figure 5.11 presents the comparison of the finite element analysis results with those
measured in the centrifuge test. As can be seen, the total pullout forces obtained fro mthe
finite element analysis run are in close agreement with those measured in thecentrifuge
test (i.e., the difference is less than 10%). Consequently, it was concluded that the
numerical model could adequately simulate the caisson-soil interaction measured in the
centrifuge tests.

-SAT06-1
SAT06-2
SAT06-3

A finite element analysis run was conducted followingthevalidationofcaisson-soil
interaction to simulate the generation of passive suction as described in Section 5.4. The
water inside the caisson top was simulated by a soft porous-elastic material.

5.4 FEA Results and Comparison
5.4.1 Failure Mode
A 25 mm vertical displacement at the model scale was applied on the top of the

caisson in the finite element analysis. This vertical displacement is equivalent to 2.5 mat
the prototype scale. To conveniently compare with the centrifuge test results, the FEA

results were presented at the model scale
Development of reverse end bearing (REB):
Figure 5.12 indicates that, below caisson tip, large plastic strains(i.e., 15% or more)
occurred in the soil along a 4S·degree line (curve) from the caisson wall to the caisson
centerline, resulting in a dead wedge. Figure 5.13 shows the curved failure zone at the
caisson tip expanding (curving) upwards into the overlying clay and away from the

caisson wall above the caisson tip. This failure mechanism is reminiscent of that for an
axial loaded pile (Randolph and Houlsby, 1984) or a cone penetrometer (Eslami and
Fellenius,1997).Thereexiststheconceptofcriticaldepthforp iles under axial loading

When the embedment is less than this depth, the failure mechanism (Figure 5.14 (a))
associates with end resistance comes to the ground surface. When the embedment is
largerthanthisdepth,thefailuremechanism(Figure5.14(b))wraps back onto the pile in

a local area around the tip (Randolph and Houlsby, 1984). Figure 5.14 (c) shows the
failure of the cone penetrometer with deep embedment in friction soil (Eslami and

Fellenius, 1997). For suction caissons in clay under the conditions of present study. the

The general shear failure defined by Fuglsangand Steensen-Bach(1991) and
Christensenetal.(1991)showninFigure2.1 (c) is appropriate for shallow embedment
The observed failure mechanism. Figure 5.14 (d) is appropriate ford eep embedment and
is defined as a confined general shear (CSG) failure mechanism in this 5 tudy.
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FigureS.12:Plasticshearstraincontoursat2.1mmverticaldisplacement (model scale)
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Figure 5.13: Lateral displacement contours at 2.1 mm vertical displacement (model scale)

a) Shallow embedment
undrained condition (pile)

.

b) Deep embedment
undrained condition (pile)
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Figure 5.14: Observed general shear failure mechanisms undervariolls conditions

Figure 5.15 presents the deformed mesh around the caisson's tip with the original one
after a vertical displacement of 0.5 mmwasapplied. The soil both inside the caisson
(points C and D in the figure)andbelowitstip(pointEinthe figure) had almost the
same upward displacement as the caisson, and passive suction was developed to its
maximum at this displacement (as shown in Figure 5.27). The soil outside the caisson at
the caisson tip experienced very little upward movement (points A and B in the figure)
There existed a relative movement between the caisson-soil surfaces (shearing). Figures
5.16to 5.18 present the further failure progress of the soil around thecaisson's tip. The
upward movement of the soil inside the caisson and below its tip was proportional to the
vertical pullout displacement of the caisson. The soil outside the caissonfrommudline
(as shown in Figure 5.20) to the tip of the caisson (shown in Figures 5.15 to 5.18)
experienced very little movement (or a small downward movement), resulting in the
development ofa large relative displacement between the caisson wall and the outside
soil (shearing). The failure progressively occurred at the interfaceofthecaisson wall and
the soil outside caisson. At the same time, the passive suction started to drop off with
vertical displacement after its maximum at 0.5 mm displacement because the seepage
gradient increased with the development of the EPPs at the tip of the caisson. As
discussed above, a confined general shear failure mechanism is used to describe the
observed failure for suction caissons in the present study

Clay Inside Caisson _ C

--_ClayOutsideCaisson
A

"

}-I----.:>f------- Origmal Mesh
Displaced Mesh

Figure 5.15: Defonned mesh at 0.5 mm vertical displacement (model scale)

Figure 5.16: Defonned mesh at 1.57 mm vertical displacement (model scale)
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Figure 5.17: Deformed mesh at 2.38 mm vertical displacement (model scale)

Figure 5.18: Deformed mesh at 5.84 mm vertical displacement (model scale)

As mentioned in Section 5.1,Run 1 was used to check the capability of the numerical
model to correctly simulate the caisson-soil interaction. The same soil parameters as the
testbed clay of centrifuge test SAT06, presented in Table 5.1, were used and the
measured passive suction was applied as input data. Figure5.11 of load vs.displacement
curve from Run I,togetherwith the measured results of test SAT06,shows that the initial
choice of inputs (i.e., soil parameters, mesh size and boundary conditions, etc.) was
appropriate. Error analysis like parametric study is beyond the scope of this thesis. As
shown on Figures 5.15 through 5.18,significant mesh distortions are to be expected with
such large relative movements, but the numerical instabilities caused by these very
localized excessive distortions do not seem to have affected the 0 verallintegrityofthe
analysis
Development of external friction (caisson wall-soil interface behavior):
Figure 5.19 of vertical displacement in the soil clearly shows the relativemovement

upward movement due to the mobilization of the friction on the caisson-soil interface,
until the shear force exceeded the maximum friction at a large vertica1displacement, and
caisson-soil slippage occurred. Figure 5.20 shows that, at arelatively large displacement
(Le., 16.5 mm), the top of the soil plug had almost the same upward movement as the
caisson, while the clay at outside the caisson wall experienced a small downward
movement, and shear failure developed along the caisson at the interface of caisson wall
and the outside soil. Soil around the caisson tip moved towards insidethecaisson. The

arrows show the movement directions and their lengths indicate the magnitudes of the
movement at points (nodes). The magnitude of the upward movement for the soil below
the caisson decreased with the distance away from the caisson tip. This figure clearly
indicates a "soil flow" from the soil outside and away from the caisson to tbe inside of
the caisson during the pullout
Figure 5.21 of normal pressure distribution on the external caisson wall indicates these
pressures were almost the same as the initial values from the mudline (clay surface) to
about7cmbelow,andthen,thenonnalpressureincreasedwithdepth,toapproximately
70 kPaover its initial value at the caisson tip (l8.4cmbelowmudline). The increase of
thenormaJ pressure on the external caisson wall with depth reasonablyreOected the
mobilizationofthereverseendbearingonthesurroundingsoil,Figure5.14(d).Figure
5.22 presents the ratio of shear stress to nonnal pressure on thecaisson-outsidesoil
interface at 2.1 mrn vertical displacement. This figure clearly shows that slippage

exceeded its maximum friction. and the caisson-soil behavior was correctly modeled by

Figure 5.19: Vertical displacement contours at maximum value of 1.04 nun (model scale)

Figure 5.20: Displacement vectors after 16.2 nun venical displacement (model scale)
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Figure 5.22: Ratio of shear strcss to nonnal pressure on the outside wall surface
at2.1mrnverticaldisplacement(modelscale)

approximately 45 kPa under its initial value at the caisson tip (l8.4 cmbelowmudline)
This figure clearly indicates that the soil neartheintemal caisson skin is never in tension
Figure 5.24 of shear stress on the inside caisson wall alongthecaissonat2.1mmvertical
displacement shows that the mobilized shear stress on thecaisson-insidesoilsurfacefrom
mudlinetoabout9cmwasverysmall and essentiallynegligible,and then, the shear
stressincreasedwithdepth,toapproximately17k.Pa
As indicated on Figure 5.25, no (or essentially negligible) slippage occurred between
the inside soil and the caisson wall from mudline (clay surface) to about17cmdepth,due
to that the generated passive suction in turn provided an uplift load on the soil plug. This

interface (Figure 5.24). A slip occurred between intemal wall and the soil inside caisson
from the caisson bottom to about 1.5 em above the caisson tip because the uplift load on
the soil provided by the generated passive suction in this part was small comparedtothat
on the plug top. due to the shorter drainage distance, and the shear forcewaslargerthan
the maximum friction on the caisson-soil interface (Figure 5.24)
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Figure 5.23: Nonnal pressure on the inside wall surface at2.1mm vert icaldisplacement
(model scale)
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Figure 5.24: Shear stress on the inside wall surface at 2.1mm vertical dis placement
(mo<lelscale)

Figure 5.25: Vertical displacement contours at maximum value of2.lmm (model scale)

5.4.2 Pullout Resistance Mobilization
Figure5.26presentsacomparisonbetweenthetotalpulloutforceobtainedfromthe
finite element analysis and those measured in the centrifuge test. TheexperimentalcuIVes

showed a general monotonic increase with some fluctuations to 0.5 kN and then
flattening out due to the resolution of displacement measurements in centrifuge test (at
100 g). Generally, the finite element analysis results indicated that the pullout force
developed very rapidly as the caisson's vertical displacement increased. The peak pullout

force value was reached after a vertical displacement equivalent to about 2% of the
caisson diameter. The agreement between the total pullout force versus pullout
displacement curve obtained from the finite element analysis and that measured in the

~
l;;j

Vertical Pullout Distance (mm)

Figure 5.26: Comparison of total pullout force development (model scale)

When the passive suctions were generated by the finite element model (ABAQUS
software),thepulloutcapacityofasuctioncaissonwasabout 10to 15% larger than the
measured capacities, Figure 5.26. However, when the measured passive suctions were
used in the FEA as input data, the pullout capacity was about 10% less than themeasured
capacities, Figure 5.II. As the intent of this FEA study was to numerically simulate the
generation of passive suction, the same conditions as centrifuge test SAT06 (i.e., caisson
geometries, soil parameters and loading) were used. No parameter study or calibration
wasperfonnedto fit the capacity curves. Therefore, one should exercise caution when
using this method for modeling passive suction for practical projects. However, this
difference is mainly attributable to the calculated rapid mobilization of the passive

5.4.3 MobilizationoCPassiveSuction
Figure 5.27 presents a comparison between the passive suction developmentobserved
in the finite element analysis and that measured in the centrifuge test. The finite element
analysis results indicated a faster development of passive suction compared to that
measured in the centrifuge test. Also, the passive suction obtained from the finite element
analysis started to drop ofT after it reached the peak. The peaklmaximum passivesuction
measured in thecentrifugetest,ontheotherhand,remained constant to a relatively large
vertical displacement.

r==1
~

Figure 5.27: Comparison of passive suction development (model scale)

The passive suction development measured in the centrifuge test isdifTerent from that
predicted by the finite element analysis due to the limitations of the numericaI model
These Jimitations include the simulation of the discontinuous materialsusingacontinuum
medium and the behavior of the Cam-Clay model in extension (i.e., subyield behavior of

soil mass and soil penneability). Moreover, the FEA was perfonned using the soil
properties of the clay testbeds to compare with the centrifuge test results, not to fit the

centrifuge test curves. However, it can be concluded that passive suction may be
reasonably simulated using finite element analysis

5.4.4 Excess Pore Pressure (EPP) Development in Soil
The pullout of the caisson develops excess pore pressures in the soil. These excess
pore pressures influence theefTective stress in the soil. which afTects thedeveJopmentof

Figure 5.28 presents the distribution and the development of the excessporepressures
in the soil along the caisson's inside wall and below its tip in the finite element analysis.
The excess pore pressures in the soil decreased with depth from 168 kPa at 25 nun below

mudline to 20 kPa at about one diameter below the caisson's tip (232 nun below
mudline). The maximum excess pore pressures in the soil at various elevations were
developed at a vertical displacement of about 1% caisson's diameter. They staned to drop
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As the caisson's top was sea1ed and a very low permeability in its wall (l.OxlO- '4
mm/second) was assumed in the finite element analysis, very linle seepage occurred
between the inside soil and the outside soil through the caisson's top and wall (as shown
in Figures 5.29 and 5.30) during pullout. Therefore, the excess pore pressures inthe
inside soil were higher than those in the outside soil at the same elevation in the FEA
This was also confinued at mudline by comparing the readings of the PPT mounted
inside caisson top with these of the PPT embedded in top soil outside the caisson in the
centrifuge tests of this study (see Figure 4.26)

Seepage berween the outside soil and the inside soil will occur during the pullout of
the caisson due to the generation of passive suction inside the caisson. This seepage in
retum affected the EPPs in the inside soil. The faster the seepage occurs, the faster the
EPPs are dissipaled. Generally, the seepage rale depends on the seepage path length,and

the influence of the seepage on the EPP dissipation rate decreases with increase of its
path distance. As shown in Figure 5.30, the only way for the occurrence of seepage
between the outside soil and the inside soil during the pullout is around the caisson's tip

from the tip tothemudline. Therefore, the EPPs in the soil insidethecaissonobtainedby
FEA decreased with depth from the mudline to the caisson's tip.
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Figure 5.29: Distribution of the EPPs in the soil at 0.5 nun displacement (model scale)

Figure 5.30: Seepage from the tip to the inside soil
Figure 5.31 presents the distribution and development of the excess pore pressures in
the soil along the caisson's outside wall. The excess pore pressure increased from about 1

with depth in the outside soil from mudlineto the caisson's tip and then decreasedwith
depth in the soil beJow the tip. However, as shown in Figure 5.28. the EPPs inside the

caisson. This difTerence was due to the change of the seepage gradient. As shown in

Figure 5.30. the seepage path in the soil was from mudline outside caisson to the
caisson's tip and finaJly to the inside caisson top. resulting in an increaseofseepage
gradient with depth from mudline to the caisson's tip outside the caisson, and a decrease
of seepage gradient with depth inside caisson from mudline to its tip
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Figure 5.31: Excess pore pressure development along outside wall surface (model scale)
Figure 5.32 presents the EPPs in the soil along the outside caisson wall obtainedin
the FEA during pullout. The mobilized EPPs in the soil outside caisson increased with
depth from mudline to the caisson's tip and followed a decrease with depth below.1b.is
also indicated that the passive suction was mobilized in the soil at thecaisson tip during
pullout phase of the caisson.

Figure 5.32: EPPs in the soil along outside caisson wall during pullout from FEA
(model scale)
Figure 5.33 presents the distribution and development of the excess porepressuresin
the soil. 20 nun away from the outside wall of the caisson and different depths below
mudline in the finite element analysis. The excess pore pressuresincreasedfrom lkPaat

diameter below the tip (232 rom below mudli"e).

Figure 5.33: EPPdevelopment fromFEA analysis

-20 mm away from outside caisson wall (model scale)
The distribution and deveJopment of the excess pore pressures at those positions were
also monitored in the centrifuge tests. Figures 5.34 and 5.35 present the resultsofTest

small positive values, which are different from the FEA results. Generally, the
distribution and development of the excess pore pressures obtained in finite element
analyses had the same tendency with the centrifuge test results: the EPPs in the soil
outside the caisson increased with depth from mudline to approximatethecaisson'slip,
then they decreased with depth. The passive suction inside caisson top predicted by FEA
is reasonably close to that measured in centrifuge tests. However, the FEApredicted a
very large gradient ofEPP through the base of the soil plug inside lhecaisson and local to
caisson's tip (see Figure 5.29). A different EPP distribution is inferred from one

reasonably close to those predicted by the FEA.

Figure 5.34: ExcessPorepressuredevelopmentfromcentrifugetest-I(modelscale)

Figure 5.35: ExcessPorepressuredevelopmentfromcentrifugetest-1I (model scale}

5.5 Summary
A finite element analysis was performed to simulate passive suction that was
generated in the soil inside and below the caisson during pullout ofa suction caissonin
this study. Three aspects were considered:

1. The water inside the caisson top was replaced by a soft porous-elastic material
through which passive suction was applied at the top of caisson

2. Perfect contact between soft porous-elastic material and the caisson cap was
assumed. The top surface of the soft porous-elastic material didn't have any relative
movement with the respect to the caisson cap during pulling out.

resulting in the elimination of cavity development between soil and caisson'sinsidewall

Based on the finite element analysis conducted in this study, the following is

1. The finite element analysis verified that a confined shear failuremechani smwas
the most appropriate one to describe the failure of suction caissons underanundrained
loading condition (fast loading rate) in NC or SOC clay. The reverse endbearing(passive
suction) developed fast with the displacement.
2. When the water inside the caisson top was replaced by a soft porous-elastic
material. passive suction could be transferred to the caisson top by this material.

3. Although the passive suction versus pullout displacement curveobtained in the
finite element analysis was different from that measured in the centrifuge tests, the

4. Thetotalpulloutforceversuspulloutdisplacementcurveobtainedfrom the finite
element analysis was in agreement with those from centrifuge tests

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work

mid-1980s due to their competitive technical and economical advantages over driven
piles and drag embedment anchors. Over the last five years. suction caissons have
become the foundation of choice for anchoring deepwater floating structures (e.g
SPARs, DDCVs, semis) or supporting seabed founded systems (e.g., well heads, SDUs.
UTAs). However, several working principles are still not fully understood. The main aim

installed in clay using both centrifuge model tests and finiteelemen tanalyses,including
penetration resistance during both self-weight and suction penetration, thc distribution of

during pullout of the caisson, and the setup development afterinstallation

centrifuge model tests perfonned to obtain accurate and detailed data regarding the
behavior of suction caissons in NC or SOC clay under an undrained loading condition

the centrifuge tests were analyzed to investigate the penetration resistance, gain insight
into the physical mechanism thatgovems the response in uplift loading of the caisson

The excess pore pressures in clay around the caisson due to the installation and the uplift
loading were examined. A setup curve describing the development oftheextemalfriction

184mm. The pullout behavior of the caisson under a vertical loading on its top was

water at inside top of the caisson using a soft porous-elastic material. A detailed summary

1. The penetration resistance had a sudden increase from the end of self-weight
penetration to the beginning of suction penetration, resulting inanincreaseofape. When
active suction was applied, a different "soil flow" pattern from that during self-weight

leading to an increase of the outside skin friction. Centrifugetest results showed that the
value of friction coefficient

ape

could have an increase by 0.2 ormoreduring this time. In

order to reduce the penetration resistance, the stopping time fro m the end of self-weight

2. The penetration friction coefficient was affected by the wall thickness. The larger

3. For caissons with D'fj, ratio (diameter to wall thickness) from 64 to 79 and
H D ratio (embedment to diameter) from 1.8 to 3.5, the penetration resistance can be

predicted by using a friction coefficient ape=0.2 for self-weight penetration and ape

=

0.3 for suction penetration. For caissons with a D/fj, ratio of about 28 and a H/Dratio
of about 5.5, the penetration resistance can be calculated using ape =0.3 for self-weight
penetrationandap,=0.5forsuctionpenetration.
4. The excess pore pressures (EPPs) generated in the soil during installation
increased with depth from mudline to the maximum penetration depth (i.e., tip of the
caisson). Then, the EPPs in the soil quickly decreased to a small valueatadistanceequal
to 0.5 times the caisson diameter below the caisson's tip. Cylindrical cavity expansion
theory(Eq. 2.5),developed initially for driven piles, can also be used to weII estimate the
distribution of the initial EPPsin the soil induced during installation ofa suction caisson
5. Centrifuge tests showed that, after installation of the caisson, 50, 80 and 9Q01o

6. Radial consolidation theory (Eq. 4.10) can be used to predict the dissipationofthe
EPPs in the soil induced by installation ofa suction caisson. The theoretical time factor
(1) values are larger than the test results for a given degree of consolidation.This

difference is attributed to the vertical dissipation at the seafloor and caisson'stipinthe

7. Modified Bogard and Matlock method (initially derived for driven piles) can also
beusedtopredictthedissipationoftheEPPsinclaysoilsforsuctioncaissons,provided
adjustments are made to the diameter or the wall thickness of the caisson,soastokeep

8. Both centrifuge tests and fmiteelement analysis verified that a confined shear
failure mechanism was the most appropriate one to describe the failure of suction
caissonsin

C and SOC clay under the conditions of this study (i.e., caisson geometries

and fast loading condition). The pullout capacity ofa suction caisson can be predicted
using Eq. 4.23. The reverse end bearing (passive suction) developed fast withthepullout
displacement. A displacement of approximately 4 to 10% caisson diameter was required
to mobilize both the passive suction and the maximum pullout capacit y of the caisson.
The reverse end bearing (passive suction force) was in range of 40 to 60% of the

IO.8,withan averageof8.7
9. Centrifuge test results showed that, the friction coefficient during pullout of the

installation. Compared with the values of the friction coeflicient during installation (i.e.,
0.15 to 0.6 during self-weight penetration and 0.2510 0.35 during suction penetration),
the friction coefficient during pullout of the caisson is much bigger than that during

excess pore pressures in the soil during the time period from the endofinstallationtothe
begilUling of pullout test
10. The setup of the soil and caisson increased with the time afterinstallation. 60 to

time factor (1) of3.5, 11.4, and 46 after the caisson was installed. The setup development
with time can be predicted using Eq. 4.28
II.The behavior of suction caissons subjected to uplift loading can be investigated
using finite element analysis when some aspects are taken into consideration.Thepassive
suction could be reasonably simulated by the change of the excess pore pressures in the
soiJ, and the suction was transferred to the caisson top by a soft porous-elastic material
replacing the water inside the caisson top. Contact surface elementswereusedtowell

displacement curve obtained from finite element analysis was in agreement with those
measured in the centrifuge tests. Although the passive suction versus pullout
displacement curve generated by the finite element analyses issl ightlydifferent from that
obtained using the results of the centrifuge tests, the values of the maximum developed

This research has been primarily concerned with the penetration resistance, EPP
development, failure mechanism and setup development ofsuction caissons in clay. The
presentworkcanbeextendedtoincludemanyotheraspectsforfurther research. Some of

Their long tenn pullout capacity depends on both the cable angle and the loading

can simulate the behavior of suction caissons, including their installation, the

fully understand these
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